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Heritage Square to close,
ending more than 50 years
of theme park “magic”

2015 has been an eventful year for the
Jefferson County Historical Commission
(JCHC).
The 12th Annual Historic Preservation
Symposium was held on May 2 at the
Boettcher Mansion. JCHC co-sponsored
this event with the folks from History
Colorado and the Boettcher Mansion.
The theme for this year’s Symposium
was “Preservation by the Numbers” with
the main focus on the economics of historic preservation. The
Symposium was a big hit that attracted many history buffs from the
Front Range and the mountain communities surrounding Jefferson
County. Some drove over 200 miles to fill the Boettcher Mansion.
This summer, we received notice that the “Friends of Jefferson County
Historical Commission” (FofJCHC) acquired their 501c3 non-profit
status which means that donations to the “Friends” are now tax
deductible. This is exciting news that will surely benefit the future of
the Historical Commission.
On a sad note, two of our former Historical Commissioners/Emeritus
members, Norm Meyer and Erlene Hulsey Lutz, passed away this year.
We are very grateful for the time and effort they shared with JCHC.
They will certainly be missed.

I’ve heard people talking about wonderful adventures they
experienced while hiking or biking on a local trail in one of the
many Jeffco Open Space parks. Maybe they were fly-fishing in
the North Fork of the South Platte, catching a summer concert
at Red Rocks Amphitheater or Meyer Ranch in Conifer, or simply
taking a scenic drive along the Lariat Loop. While they may not
immediately identify these places with Jeffco’s history, these are
special places that are part of Jefferson County’s rich historic
fabric. I remember the look in my child’s eyes of pure excitement
and enjoyment during our visits to Heritage Square. Some of
you may even have special memories of Magic Mountain or
watching the full-moon rise at an evening concert at Red Rocks
Amphitheater.
I hope that you enjoy some of the special places mentioned in
this magazine. I encourage you to visit Waterton Canyon, cruise
down West Colfax Avenue to see the local history, and check out
historical sites in Conifer and Evergreen. We even have dinosaur
footprints to discover along Dinosaur Ridge.
Take the time to smell the flowers along the way and make some
lasting memories you will treasure forever.

Mary Lindsey, Jefferson County Historical Commission Chair
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Magic Mountain – Destination: fun and fantasy!
by Richard Gardner

S

ituated at the base of the mountains overlooking Golden stands the Victorian village of Heritage Square, long a destination
for families to visit in the region. Yet although it
has a Victorian appearance, it is one of the most
significant landmarks of Jefferson County’s recent past, or of all time.
Heritage Square was once Magic Mountain, one
of the first theme parks in the world and the
first endeavor to spread beyond Disneyland the
concept that would become a worldwide entertainment industry. It possesses one of the world’s
best examples of the rare Storybook style, where
Hollywood art directors used cinematic arts to
make buildings that normally appear on the big
screen come to life. Recognized as a Centennial
Site by the Jefferson County Historical Commission, it now faces an uncertain future. It is hoped
what is important about Heritage Square/Magic
Mountain may be preserved far into the future.
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Magic Mountain, started in 1952, was spearheaded by prominent Wheat Ridge businessman
Walter Francis Cobb. A World War I Navy veteran with family roots dating to 1860s in Central
City, he was a plumbing and heating contractor,
self-made developer and visionary. Other early
founders included Pueblo sculptor John Calvin Sutton, an accomplished wood carver, who
headed the art department at Paradice Decorating Co., and Wheat Ridge banker Charles Louis
Wendt, an officer and director of the Hathaway
Investment Corp. Their vision: To build an entertaining, recreational and educational theme
park for the people of the Denver area and beyond to enjoy.
Meanwhile in Los Angeles, Cornelius Vanderbilt
Wood, Jr. spent two years researching the feasibility of creating Disneyland, which successfully
opened in 1955 as the world’s first theme park.
After six months managing it, Wood left to go
into the theme park creation business himself,
creating the firm of Marco Engineering for that
purpose. As the Wall Street Journal put it, “His
idea: Take the Disney concept of a family-type
amusement park devoid of thrill rides and small
hucksters of the hot-dog-and-soda-pop variety,
and plant such parks at the doorsteps of other
communities.” Wood hired more than a dozen
of Walt Disney’s former staff along with other
Hollywood artisans for his firm.
In May 1957, Magic Mountain, Inc. was organized, selling stock to Colorado residents to
make it a reality. They chose the northeast alcove of South Table Mountain as its home, purchasing 220 acres with an option for 240 more,
gaining permits and pouring its first foundation. Magic Mountain, as originally envisioned,
was to be “a representation of nursery rhyme
and western themes, to be located on a 220acre tract.” Through a rainbow arch gateway,
one would enter and see, according to Billboard
magazine, a place with “…40-foot giants and
other fairyland characters, an authentic old-time
Western town, an Indian village, Camelot Castle
from the days of King Arthur, a futuristic City

of Mars, a community amphitheater, old-style
trains, a zoo, rides, swimming pools, and picnic
areas.” Camelot Castle was to tower from the
northeast pinnacle of South Table Mountain,
with a dragon inhabiting the lava cliffs. Unique
eateries including a pumpkin, igloo, gingerbread
house, seafood ship and a stand serving meals
by miniature railroad were to be built; and one
could ride its futuristic monorail.
However, controversy erupted when the neighbors of the nearby, new Applewood subdivisions adamantly objected, fearing Magic Mountain would inundate them with traffic. Cobb
and Magic Mountain agreed to walk away and
promised not to develop this land as a theme
park. Looking elsewhere, they chose what they
believed was an even better site, acquiring a 600acre spread from the historic Bachman Ranch at
Apex Gulch southwest of Golden. Soon ground
was broken there and construction commenced.
The original intended site of Magic Mountain
was sold to Coors, where it soon was landscaped
as Rolling Hills Country Club, incorporating
Magic Mountain’s lake, while the cliffs ultimately were preserved by conservation easement.

Kelsey was Art Director for such Disney films
as Pinocchio, Dumbo, Bambi, and the “Rite of
Spring” segment of Fantasia. He was also background animator for Bedknobs and Broomsticks
and writer for Alice in Wonderland. Kelsey had
studied at the Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles
and became a noted watercolor artist, gaining
Disney’s attention. He served in the Marines in
World War II, where Col. Frank Capra of Hollywood producing fame latched onto him to
help produce the Army orientation series. Capt.
Kelsey also commanded the relief mapping unit
in the South Pacific. After the war, he returned to
Disney where he also worked on Main Street USA.
Protégé Ron Dias, who worked on Who Framed
Roger Rabbit, described his beloved mentor in
one word, “Geppetto,” for his appearance, mannerisms, and work ethic were much like the
character he drew for the big screen. Other artisans of the team included Allan Abbott who did
un-credited artistic work for Around the World in
Eighty Days and Citizen Kane, and career short
films art director Roland Hill who did un-credited artistic work for 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
and April in Paris.

Team of Hollywood
artists from Marco
Engineering who
designed Magic
Mountain. From left
to right, top row
to bottom: Allen
Abbott, Frank O.
Barnette, Robert
Stahler, Glen
McComas, Roland
Hill, William Dreis,
Jerome Bowen,
Theodore Ang,
Joseph Babolnay,
Harry Johnson,
Richmond “Dick”
Kelsey, John J.
Thompson, and
Wade B. Rubottom
on September 18,
1957 in Los Angeles.
Cobb Family Collection

For the new location, Cobb
came up with the idea of hiring Marco Engineering to
create the vision and reality
of Magic Mountain. They appointed as Magic Mountain’s
art directors Wade B. Rubottom and Richmond Irwin
“Dick” Kelsey to lead their
13-man design team. Rubottom, a veteran of MGM, had
worked as an associate art director on a number of films
including The Philadelphia
Story. A Harvard-educated
architect, he worked for Walt
Disney’s private design firm,
WED Enterprises, in 19541955 as an Art Director for
Main Street USA, the downtown of Disneyland, where
his name was placed in one of
its windows.
Historically Jeffco 2015
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Fairgrounds, housing rides in four separate
buildings including the Magic Mine Ride, where
one rode through a cavern featuring fun artistic
miners, a dragon, lakes and more.

A most priceless
illustration, the
Magic Mountain
Miners! These
were the guys who
would populate the
Magic Mine Ride.
This illustration was
probably created by
Dick Kelsey.
Cobb Family Collection

Illustration of
the Land of the
Dinosaurs ride, by
Wade B. Rubottom
and Richmond “Dick”
Kelsey in 1958.
Cobb Family Collection
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The transformed vision of Magic Mountain was
an impressive and beautiful place of themed areas. At the entrance was the Cavalry Area, made
up of log buildings including the Cavalry Post,
Stockade and twin Blockhouses. The reason for
this was because “…the U.S. Cavalry opened the
West to civilization; made this area safe for pioneers to move here, settle here and build their
homes here. It was the Cavalry Post through
which early settlers entered the West and founded settlements that later became villages, towns
and cities…Visitors to Magic Mountain will
progress from the Cavalry area into a proposed
reproduction of a western village, much the
same as early settlers were able to go into similar
villages because their passage was made safe by
the Cavalry.”
Magic Mountain’s
western village was
Centennial
City,
named for its being
created 100 years
after the Colorado
gold rush. Crafted
in the same manner
as Main Street USA,
Centennial
City
featured four block
faces of downtown
storefronts,
each
housing small shops
and attractions. At
the head of the main
street was to be the
Magic Mountain
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The Land of the Dinosaurs ride featured a journey through prehistoric times including lifesized sights of an Ankylosaurus, Pterodactylsand the feared Tyrannosaurus Rex. Southeast
of here, through an entrance figure of a 40-foot
tall Paul Bunyan holding a giant storybook, was
Storybook Lane, featuring many attractions for
young children based on fairy tales. These included the Gingerbread House, ice cream stand,
Candy Box, shoe house, giant tepee, ship, and
sitting atop a wall Humpty Dumpty, “animated
in a continual state of uncertainty.” Next to Paul
Bunyan was Big Rock Candy Mountain, a natural red rock formation excavated from the site,
named for the children’s version of the hobo folk
song.
South of Centennial City, east of Storybook
Lane, was the Forest River Ride where visitors
journeyed through a lake wilderness to encounter lifelike animatronic fur traders, American
Indians and wildlife. North of Centennial City,
northeast of the Fairgrounds, was the Magic of
Industry exposition, featuring a giant domed
building showcasing many human achievements, and the Outer Space Lines flying saucer
ride giving a foretaste of the future. The whole of

the park was to be, like Disneyland, encircled by
a train, a narrow gauge one of the Rocky Mountains. Just outside the park was to be a ski area
accessible by chairlift.
Ground was broken on Sept. 3, 1957, with
Cobb and Lt. Gov. Frank L. Hays Jr. jointly digging the first shovel. On Feb. 1, 1958 the Cavalry Post, a long log building at the entrance,
was dedicated “in memory of the U.S. Cavalry.”
Among the 2,500 people gathered included
the Westernaires, Buffalo Bill Riding Club,
Thunderbird Riding Club, and more including
Golden Mayor Clark B. Carpenter. Monty Pike,
descendant relative of famed explorer Zebulon
Montgomery Pike, became director of services
at the new park.
Magic Mountain stood on what was once the
tented part of Apex, the gold rush village established by Jefferson Territorial Governor Robert
Williamson Steele and others at the junction
(the apex) of today’s West Colfax and Heritage

roads in 1861. Above the site was Jackson Hill. A
wagon road originally went up its face, serving as
a landmark on the way to the gold fields. Rubottom and Kelsey, working with the other artisans
out of the historic Bailey Mansion at 1600 Ogden Street in Denver, sought to create a beautiful new village of their own here. Heavily researching historic area architecture, Centennial
City’s designs drew on styles historically used in

The Magic Mountain
Railroad trestle
is shown under
construction in
1958. The trestle,
which was the main
entrance to the
park, can still be
seen today.
Cobb Family Collection
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separately in a Fairgrounds building, wheeled
down, hoisted and tied into place. The result of
this workmanship was to give Centennial City a
believable, but friendlier, scale and feeling than
real life historic downtowns.

the area, including Golden itself. These included
Gothic Revival, Second Empire, Greek Revival,
High Victorian Gothic, Dutch Gambrel, Pueblo
Revival, Carpenter Gothic, and more.
From there Rubottom and Kelsey used timehonored theatrical and cinematic arts to make
Centennial City’s buildings truly exceptional
and unique in the world. They crafted them in
Storybook style, which Hollywood artists had
built in real life in Los Angeles area homes and
Main Street USA. According to the book Storybook Style: America’s Whimsical Homes of the
Twenties, “Storybook Style houses were created
by architects and builders with a flair for theater, a love of fine craftsmanship, and not least
a sense of humor – attributes that make these
homes endearing to the jaded modern eye.”
Built at 2/3rds scale to the buildings and blocks
of historic downtown Golden, Centennial City
employed several techniques of the silver screen.
Rubottom and Kelsey used forced perspective
to make storefronts appear taller than they were
by miniaturizing design elements as they went
upward. A horizontal form was also used narrowing each storefront in accordion-like fashion
to make each block appear longer than it actually was. The facades had an exceptional degree
of craftsmanship, using enhanced ornamentation, embellishments, and creative distortions to
soften their appearance and give them an almost
whimsical, gingerbread feeling. Their extensive
woodwork, created under supervision of veteran millworker Ralph G. Robinson, was custom
milled on site. The facades were constructed
6
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The Magic Mountain Railroad Station, built just
northeast of Centennial City on the north side
of the entrance trestle, was one of the highest example of Storybook style the park possessed and
that exists anywhere. It was finished in such artistry not only outside but inside as well, drawing
upon beautiful High Victorian Gothic style. The
station served the Magic Mountain Railroad,
driven by the historic Denver & Rio Grande Locomotive #42 (originally #420), manufactured
by the Baldwin works in 1889. Other historic
train cars were modified into passenger cars.
Magic Mountain began encountering financial
challenges, despite having sold well in the stock
market. Cobb on little salary did heroic work to
keep it on track, for which the board rewarded
him with its chairmanship. However, continued
difficulty led to the board’s fateful decision to
hand over control to Boulder financier Allen J.
Lefferdink. Cobb, Sutton and other early board
members departed from the board and all control
while Lefferdink’s people assumed command.
Construction continued, while on January 15,
1959 the Foothills Skiing Corporation entered a
lease to actually create the Magic Mountain Ski
Area. Opening for the season, it was the second
ski area in North America to produce artificial
snow. It included two 1,000-foot rope tows, a
warming shelter, and nighttime skiing under the
floodlights.
Magic Mountain at last opened in 1960 to eager crowds. Inside the storefronts of Centennial
City were concessionaires including Stanley Beigen (candy and toy store), Jeanette Brown (gift
shop), Colorado Insurance Company (registry), John Knight (penny arcade), George Masche (plastercraft shop), and Joe Nimmo (trading post). Sampson Perlmutter ran the Magic
Mountain Post Office, an actual rural branch of
the Golden Post Office, which opened on July
16, 1960, with his print shop. Inside the Stockade was the shooting gallery and photo shop
of J.O. Turner. Other concessionaires included

Jerry Axtell (pony ride), Charles Dillner (burro
and stagecoach), and Tom Edge (railroad station
snack bar). Inside the northwest entry storefront
was the Golden Donkey saloon, serving soft
drinks; inside the southwest entry storefront was
the Magic Mountain Play House. The stage, in
an alcove, featured a melodrama where the hero
saves the ranch for the ranchman’s daughter
from the cruel villain who, of course, wore a top
hat. The piano player led on the cheering and
booing audience.
Outside live actors each hour enacted on Old
West shootout. This began when an outlaw
gang rounded the far side of Main Street from
Big Rock Candy Mountain, ran into the Magic
Mountain Bank quartered at the southeast storefront of the main intersection, and robbed and
shot their way out. They got past others trying
to shoot them from atop the balcony, who fell to
hay-filled vats below. But the gang was checked
at the foot of main street by Wyatt Earp and his
deputies, who successfully shot it out with them
to the cheers of onlookers. A bank robbery for a
feature film was shot at the main intersection’s
northeast storefront, including the mishap of a
horse leaping through one of its windows. Leroy
Allen led the real life Marshalls of Magic Mountain, actual Jeffco Sheriff’s deputies for security
at the park. Live entertainment also included
the Central City Opera, who performed on an
outdoor stage across from the Play House, and
a group of teenagers on a traveling chuckwagon
conducted by Phillip Barnes, who included a
six-piece band, singing trio and square dancing
group. Blinky the Clown, at the dawn of Russell
Scott’s noted television career, also appeared at
Magic Mountain.
Magic Mountain operated through the summer and closed for the season in the fall. Unfortunately, it would not open its gates as Magic
Mountain again. The enterprise collapsed under
Lefferdink’s direction with investors and employees alike holding him responsible for Magic
Mountain’s demise. He ultimately left the state,
with further intrigues in the east and in Europe
ultimately leading to his arrest in Rome. Marco
went on to craft other theme parks, including
Freedomland in New York and Pleasure Island in

Wakefield, Massachusetts, with success also short lived
until beginning Six
Flags Over Texas
which finally sustained the spread
of the theme park
industry. In the
meantime Cobb
returned as chairman to attempt an
11th hour rescue of
Magic Mountain,
but to no avail. Its
assets were sold at
auction, with rides going to other parks and its
property split into three parcels, with the park,
train and Jackson Hill ultimately ending up in
the hands of the Woodmoor Corporation.
During the 1960s the park stood largely idle,
though not without occasional action, such as
the television pilot Stagecoach To Seven filmed
with its train. In 1971 the place came back to life
as Heritage Square, a Victorian themed shopping village. Shops included the General Store,
Glassblower, Metal Master, Christmas Tree holiday shop, Gasthaus beer garden, Sarsaparilla Saloon, El Rey goldsmith, Professor Goodbellows
old time photo shop and more.
The railroad station’s ornate platform was enclosed for the place to become a beautiful restaurant. G. William Oakley and a group of comedy
melodrama players from Estes Park became the
Heritage Square Players, putting on fun melodramas in the old Magic Mountain Play House.
They proved so popular that they moved across
the street in 1973 and retrofitted the Golden
Donkey as the Heritage Square Opera House
dinner theatre. When Oakley left, actor T.J.
Mullin took the venue and it became the Heritage Square Music Hall in 1988. Fellow actor
Rory Pierce also opened the Heritage Square
Children’s Theatre there in 1993. The Music
Hall hosted comedic plays including melodramas and musical comedies with musical revue
after, and the Children’s Theatre featured fun
plays for children based on fairy tales, with chil-

The dedication of
Magic Mountain
was recorded in
the Feb. 2, 1958,
edition of The
Denver Post. Some
2,500 spectators
gathered at 11 a.m.
on Feb. 1, in front
of the first building
completed. It was
dedicated to the
U.S. Cavalry because
Magic Mountain
was dedicated to
re-creating the Old
West as it was in the
late 1800s.
Gardner Family Collection
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dren often taking
part in the plays
themselves.

Walter Francis
Cobb with his twin
daughters and
granddaughter,
from Magic
Mountain
promotional
materials of 1958.
Gardner Family
Collection

This romantic
picture of Magic
Mountain was
featured in a
state-sponsored
advertisement
for the January
1962 National
Colorado Beef
Month. Montaldo’s
provided clothing
and accessories with
service by the Brown
Palace Hotel.
Gardner Family Collection
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More live entertainment came
when the Apex
Mining Company opened in
a large building
built at the head
of the complex in
1979. The same year the alpine slide, constructed by Inventex, opened as the second alpine slide
outside a ski area in North America. A racetrack
and bumper car ride were created at the southwest part of the park, while a secondary street
of shops was built in 1987 at the northern side.
Apex, featuring barbecue food and western musical performances, transformed over time into
the Lazy H Chuckwagon and Chassen’s On The
Square. Big Rock Candy Mountain got a towering metal slide, and children could also sample
other rides around the park. At the head of Main
Street, a historic Lakewood schoolhouse was
moved in 1971, which became the long beloved
Heritage Square Wedding Chapel. In 2007
what was the Lazy H transformed to Red Rocks
Church, which quickly became one of the largest congregations in Jefferson County, now with
campuses in Golden, Lakewood and Littleton.
Time and again good times and hard times came
to the park under a succession of owners. Nevertheless, despite at times struggling it outlasted
the lifespan of just about
every major shopping
mall in Colorado, including Jeffco’s own Lakeside,
Villa Italia and Westminster Malls. The closing of
Heritage Square ends a
half-century of fun and
excitement; but no one
can erase the memories
made in Golden.
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Update:

The Denver Post reported that Heritage Square’s owner,
Martin Marietta, has told Golden’s Historic Preservation Board
that its goal is to begin the early stages of redevelopment
process next year. Property manager David Hagerman said he
is working with multiple governmental agencies in Jefferson
County to find a new location for an historic chapel that was
originally a school house in Lakewood at the turn of the
20th century. The closure does not include the carnival-style
amusement park on the south side of the property, which
operates on a lease valid through 2039.
All businesses in the village, as well as the Alpine Slide and
Miner’s Maze Adventureland, will close by the year’s end.
Hagerman said a final decision is pending regarding the
future development of the property. He stressed that it will
not be mining, residential or big-box retail. Hagerman said
some of the Victorian Village’s street lights will be donated to
the Colorado Railroad Museum, and historic documents will
be donated to Golden History Museums.
The rest of the village, a collection of replica buildings that
have housed concessionaires, shops and a local theater
throughout the years, likely will be demolished.
The historic resources of Magic Mountain have been
nominated for Colorado’s Most Endangered Places.
Sources:
Magic Mountain Offering Circulars 1957, 1958
Interview with Alastair Dallas (from Disney Imagineering and Six
Flags theme parks), 8/3/2001
Colorado Transcript, 5/30/1957, 6/6/1957, 7/11/1957, 7/25/1957,
8/8/1957, 8/29/1957, 9/5/1957, 1/30/1958, 5/22/1958, 7/3/1958,
10/16/1958, 10/23/1958, 4/30/1959, 8/6/1959, 4/21/1960, 12/1/1960,
1962, 6/20/1963, 8/10/1970, 9/15/1970, 9/18/1970, 10/5/1970,
12/22/1970, 1/15/1971, 4/5/1971, 6/10/1971, 7/2/1971, 7/13/1973,
2/15/1974, 6/30/1975, 7/7/1975, 8/7/1975, 2/26/1981, 6/21/1984,
12/16/1998
Jefferson Record, 6/6/1957, 6/20/1957, 9/5/1957
Golden Outlook, 6/21/1957, 7/5/1957, 7/19/1957, 7/26/1957,
8/9/1957, 9/6/1957
Denver Post, 2/2/1958, 9/27/1959, 9/22/1960, 3/2/1962
Rocky Mountain News, 12/22/1957, 5/18/1960, 7/1/1960, 2/15/1962,
6/5/1962
Wall Street Journal, 4/17/1958
Billboard magazine, 7/18/1960, other editions 1959-1960
Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com)
National Amusement Park Historical Association (www.napha.org)
Red Rocks Church (www.redrockschurch.com)
California Watercolor, “Richmond Kelsey Biography” (www.
californiawatercolor.com/pages/richmond-kelsey-biography)
Heritage Square opening brochure 1971
Magic Mountain architectural illustration 1958
Magic Mountain architectural blueprints 1957, 1959
Magic Mountain Railroad photos (www.westernrailimages.com/
Trains/Rail-Photos)
Jefferson County property records
Jefferson County Historical Commission, Centennial Site designation
records
Historical files of Richard J. Gardner
Historical files of Bob McLaughlin
Cobb Family Collection, photographs and images, Magic Mountain
board minutes, Magic Mountain SEC filing, Magic Mountain financial
documents, misc. documents, news clippings
Interviews with children of Walter F. Cobb, 2001-2015
Interviews with Ron Dias (protégé of Dick Kelsey), 2001-2013
Interviews with Leroy Allen, 2015
Interview with Norma Stevens, 2015
Arrol Gellner and Douglas Keister, “Storybook Style: America’s
Whimsical Homes of the Twenties”, Studio, 2001

Volunteers trace West Colfax history

A

by Kristen and Robert Autobee

rchaeologists get all the notice. Their
search for ancient civilizations buried beneath the sands of time and a millennium
of misplaced memories easily form a good story.
Historians like context – a background story.
About 25 years ago, James Anderson fell under
the spell of West Colfax’s buildings. He walked
the corridor to collect the occupancy history of
each structure. He left a great catalogue. With
no direction on where to go next, his information provided a tantalizing base for further survey and research.
In late 2013, the Colorado State Historic Fund
(SHF) awarded a grant to survey West Colfax Avenue to the 501(c)3 40 West Arts District of Lakewood – a Certified Creative Arts District by the
State of Colorado. The 40 West Arts District works
to develop and enhance the district’s ‘sense of place’
while cultivating a complementary and collaborative environment to attract artists and additional
creative enterprises, destinations and events.
Subsequently, 40 West contracted with Robert
and Kristen Autobee of Morgan, Angel & Associates to finish what Anderson started.
The 40 West Arts District and West Colfax Community Association (WCCA) started talking in
the spring of 2013 before the SHF awarded the
grant. The Autobees also contacted history professors at Metropolitan State University of Denver and University of Colorado-Denver, staff at
Lakewood Heritage Center and the Lakewood
Historic Preservation Commission.
Volunteer recruitment began with 40 West
members, the West Colfax Community Association (WCCA) and neighborhood associations
that touch West Colfax Avenue. Other business
groups, elected officials and city staff also attend
meetings.

The first volunteer meeting in January 2014
counted 10 participants. Kris Autobee felt that
the hardest part for the volunteers would be
completing the state’s historic buildings survey
sheet — Colorado Office of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation’s Form 1417.
This 1417 form, designed to collect basic information about structures on reconnaissance
surveys, generally cover a large number of buildings. Preservationists use data collected to target
buildings for further study or to design surveys
of specific kinds of structures. The trick is to
write consistent, brief and precise descriptions.
After the first survey, the Autobees debriefed volunteers. When asked what the hardest part was,
volunteers responded: “We didn’t know what
to call things.” They were also concerned about
identifying style.

Don’t let the
roadster fool you.
It was part of the
celebration of the
opening of Jefferson
County Bank in
1945. The old
bank is currently
home to Campus
Cycle at 7320 West
Colfax Avenue.
Doug Stieverson and
Kristen Autobee

The International
Style office
building at West
Colfax Avenue and
Miller Street was
a commission of
Raymond Ervin.
D Harrison

The West Colfax Avenue survey boundaries extend north and south one block into the neighborhoods along West Colfax and from Sheridan
Boulevard to Youngfield Street to the west. Approximately 500 structures – more than 50 years
old – still stand within that 7-mile long rectangle.
Historically
HistoricallyJeffco
Jeffco2015
2015
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West Colfax corridor
historic survey
by Leslie Krupa

Growing up in Lakewood, I never considered
the community a particularly historic place.
Yes, I was aware of the scattered farmhouses
and the Belmar Museum that spoke of the
area’s agricultural roots, but until I participated in the historic survey of the West Colfax corridor I did not fully comprehend the
extent of Lakewood’s past.
As a student working on my master’s degree in history at the University of Colorado
Denver, I have learned how to think critically
about the past and apply those methods
to research. Working in the field however
is an experience that no classroom instruction can replicate. This project helped me
apply architectural terms I have learned to
real buildings, understand the importance
of site, landscape, integrity, and craftsmanship, and better appreciate the potential
that nearly all buildings have, no matter their
physical state.

The Autobees created
The Lakewood Companion to the Field Guide
to Colorado Architecture and Engineering
to help volunteers see
local examples of statewide trends. Whereas
the Field Guide details
the historic trends that
brought certain architectural styles and forms to
Colorado, the Lakewood Companion focuses on
styles and forms found in Lakewood. The two
main goals are to teach volunteers how to read
a building and to give Lakewood’s architecture
context within the state’s history.

Because Lakewood evolved from a rural agricultural community to a thriving commercial center in only a few decades, this survey
offered the opportunity to evaluate how
the community’s buildings reflect that rapid
change. My volunteer experience thus not
only enhanced my understanding of Lakewood’s history, but it taught me to better
understand what makes a building or area
historic in both local and national contexts.
You couldn’t miss
the West Colfax
Avenue Historic
Survey volunteers
displaying cameras,
clipboards and very
bright shirts.
Bill Marino

In Colorado, the standard for describing architectural elements is
The Field Guide to Colorado Architecture and
Engineering. It assumes
the reader is already familiar with architectural terms and elements.
The Field Guide identifies architectural styles
common in Colorado
and creates a common
language. Volunteers
needed to use the appropriate terms from
the Field Guide to complete the 1417 form. It
does not contain many
Lakewood examples,
and it is not very portable.

Lakewood Companion is divided into four parts:
Part 1 “Recognizing Structure and Form” is an
intro to architecture, form vs. style, visual vocabulary, structural materials and the basic parts
of a building. Part 2 gives a brief description of
styles from the Field Guide using Lakewood examples. If the style or form remains unknown in
Lakewood, it was not included. The Field Guide
incorporated photographs if the style previously
existed. Part 3 of the Field Guide describes the
1417 form. Part 4 is a visual glossary.
Understanding the significance of these buildings and neighborhoods is on-going. Unfortunately, much of the gaudy mid-20th century
West Colfax — all neon lights and noise — is
gone. Changing business patterns and the supremacy of Interstate 70 as the primary east-towest automobile corridor across Colorado were
agents of the change.
Thankfully, many unique architectural styles still
stand in the neighborhoods along West Colfax. These buildings have hidden in plain sight.
The International Style office building at West
Colfax Avenue and Miller Street was a commission of Raymond Ervin, a man eulogized on his
death in 1969 by the Denver Post as Denver’s
most significant architect. Most of Ervin’s downtown Denver mid-century jewels remain, but
this building is the only remaining Ervin commission west of Broadway.
Another unseen piece of Lakewood’s history is
the Mountain Air Trailer Court, 1550 Depew
St., one block north of West Colfax. This court
is intriguing as a majority of the trailers have remained at this location for more than 50 years.
This would contribute to the site’s potential eligibility to a local, state or national register listing.
On field survey days, many residents expressed
curiosity about why a stranger was taking pictures and making notes of their homes. After
a practiced explanation, a few hoped what we
were doing would encourage a greater sense of
community. Others expressed the idea that if
residents knew their neighborhood was historic
maybe they would take more pride in the place
and keep it up better. We can all agree to that.
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Supporting the Research Needs
of the West Colfax Historic Resource Survey

J

efferson County Archives has both supported and benefitted from the 40 West Arts District’s West Colfax Historic Resource Survey.
Property or building history is the number one
research subject at the archives, accounting for
40% of all research requests. Records held in the
archives can provide researchers with a complete
history of ownership for a property or building, offer clues to its historical use, illustrate this
with photographs, and show its assessed value
over time. Some of these records, specifically the
county’s historic property appraisal cards and
tract index books, became invaluable resources
for researching the 54 buildings in the West Colfax project corridor identified for further study
and possible historic register nomination.
When project coordinators Bob and Kris Autobee learned that property appraisal cards once
kept by the Assessor’s Office were available in the
archives, they were ecstatic. They had been told
the cards were destroyed years ago. While their
content and completeness vary, appraisal cards
contain information as old as the 1940s with a
photograph, footprint sketch, measurements,
dates of original construction and remodels,
description of foundation, walls, roof, heating, number of bathroom fixtures, etc., owners’
names, and other valuable information. Accessing the cards in their current state however, was
extremely difficult because
the cards were sent to the archives in several groups over
the course of 15 years. When
searching for a specific property, a researcher had to look
in 10 separate boxes for each
schedule number. After realizing how time-consuming
this was going to be for their
research, Bob and Kris offered to send project volunteers to help combine and
organize the cards into one
large collection in numerical

by Ronda Frazier, Archivist, Jefferson County Archives

order. This became a very important side project in addition to the main survey. It also gave
volunteers something to do until they could get
out and start doing field work during the summer months. This project took two years to
complete, benefitting not only the West Colfax
researchers, but all future researchers wishing to
use these very important records.
I personally became involved in the West Colfax survey not only as the county archivist overseeing the appraisal card processing project and
providing research material, but also as a resident of Lakewood and volunteer myself. When
I attended the kick-off meeting in January 2014
to speak about the archives and the property appraisal cards, I was struck by the enthusiasm and
passion for the West Colfax project and knew I
wanted to be part of it. This was my opportunity
to give back in turn for what was being done for
the archives. I too, spent several Saturday mornings out walking Colfax in my neon yellow shirt
gathering information and looking at houses and
buildings in my community with a new perspective. So often we drive down a particular street
and take for granted or don’t even notice the history that is on either side of us. I now have a new
appreciation for my own neighborhood and am
excited to see what the future has in store for the
West Colfax corridor.

Survey leader
Bob Autobee and
volunteers Karen
Zoltenko and Lyle
Miller research
ownership history
in the Jefferson
County Archives
for buildings in the
West Colfax survey
corridor.
Ronda Frazier
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Columbine Community survives and thrives
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The Colorado Geological Survey
states that the Foothills Coal Fields
District ran from about Boulder along
the Foothills south through Jefferson
County. The District operated 53
mines, which supported local farmers
and businesses. In the early years,
coal was mined and transported by
wagon and was often bartered. Coal
bed thickness ranged from less than
four feet to 15 feet. Operated from
1886 to 1952, the mines produced
8,622,522 short tons of coal. The
mines were located at Kipling Street
and Coal Mine Avenue and ran to Ken
Caryl Avenue and South Pierce Street.
Map: Jefferson County
Planning and Zoning Division
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by Lou Fohn and Chuck Hause

ich in history, the Columbine
Community in south Jefferson
County has never had a city as a
focal point for development. The Columbine Community never had a main street,
a town hall or its own police and fire departments. In fact, it does not even have its
own postal code; yet it thrives as a bonded
community with soul. From its initial development from a few dry land farms in
1907, the Columbine Community has
grown into today’s thriving residential
and retail community. Its development of
water resources serves southern Jefferson
County as well as Denver and much of the
Metropolitan Area.
The Columbine Community survived and
thrived through energetic responses to opportunities and growth in the area. A housing boom in the mid-1960s followed the
opening of the Glenn L. Martin Co., now
Lockheed Martin, and Johns Manville that
provided jobs for hundreds who wanted to
work close to home. The employees and
families didn’t want to spend their time
away from work travelling to Littleton for
essentials. Schools, banks and retail stores
were quickly established as housing subdivisions “ate up” farmland.
With passion and commitment, Chuck
Hause and Lou Fohn, with the help of
the community, have launched a project
to capture the history of the Columbine
Community.
Three things drove this area to what we
know today – land, water and the Cold
War. This brief overview of these three
topics gives just a glimpse into the somewhat neglected history of the Columbine
Community in southern Jefferson County.
Look forward to more stories and to some
stand-alone publications. If you are interested in contributing to the history of the
Columbine Area, please call Jeffco Planning and Zoning at 303-271- 8734.

Land heritage
It all starts with the land. The land that now encompasses the subdivisions of Columbine Hills,
Columbine Knolls, Columbine Knolls South/
Estates and Columbine Knolls South II gained
its place in modern history starting in 1907 with
the growing of dry land wheat and some barley.
Before World War II, Bertha Staack and her family, including her son, Eddy, farmed the Welch
Property. Bertha Staack was the grandmother
of Lou Fohn. This property is now Columbine
Knolls South. The family was self-sufficient with
a herd of milk cows, chickens, ducks and a very
large garden. Dry land wheat was the cash crop.
The entire property was fenced with cement
posts that were hand-made on the farm.
After World War II, veterans came home to
change life all across America. The Columbine
Community was no exception. U.S. Army
steamfitters, Sy Hause and Robert “Bob” H.
Koran, Jr., led the development and change in
farming the area.
Bob moved his family in April 1945 to Colorado to farm the 1,080 acres of farmland acquired
by his grandfather. Sy moved his family in the
spring of 1946 to Colorado to live on the north
side of Ken Caryl Avenue, east of Depew Street.
The Koran cropland was bounded by what is
now Coal Mine Avenue to the north, Sheridan
Boulevard to Platte Canyon Road to the east,
Chatfield Avenue to the south and Pierce Street
to the west.

The Koran family property in the 1950s. In the foreground, with the view to
the northwest, the new Koran home, 5600 W. Ken Caryl Ave., was one of the
first new homes in the Columbine Community. Ken Caryl Avenue shows as the
gravel road between the new home and the original homestead.
Chick Koran personal collection

This 1938 aerial photo shows the Welch property from a northwest view. The road
on the lower left corner is Chatfield Avenue. Above the farmhouse is the wooden
water tower filled by a nearby windmill used for water pressure in the farm house
and a small bath house to the right between the water tower and the barn. To the
right of the barn are several chicken coops. In front of the coops to the far right is
a small house for farm hands. The crop in the fields is dry land wheat.
Lou Fohn personal collection
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ready to harvest approximately two weeks earlier
than other varieties planted
in the area.

Sy Hause and Bob
Koran are shown
during the July 1952
harvest with one of
their Case combines.
They initially
purchased two new
Case combines in
1951. They drove
them home from
the dealership on
Vasquez Boulevard,
down Colorado
Boulevard. The
truck behind Bob
was rented from
Vern Steene, a local
farmer.
Chuck Hause personal
collection

Hause and Koran were the first farmers in the
area to strip farm where they planted the crops
in strips ranging from 20 acres to 50 acres. Crops
were planted in October and November and
then harvested in July. In the spring the harvested stubble was ploughed and summer fallowed
until the next planting season. The reason for
strip farming was to break up the fields to help
keep wind from blowing dust and snow across
the wide expanses of fallowed land and for fire
control when the crops ripened and the stalks
dried.
They were also the first farmers in the area to
experiment with terracing the land on steeper
hillsides to help control erosion and to capture
run-off.
The primary crop was dry land wheat. In a good
year its yield was 50 to 60 bushels per acre; however, in most years, the yield was between 20 and
35 bushels per acre. A bushel of wheat weighs
around 60 pounds. Hause and Koran planted a
variety of wheat called “Turkey Red,” developed
for its resistance to winds that broke the shafts
and pounded them into the ground. Turkey Red
is noted for its high protein content. The higher
the protein content, the more the wheat weighed
thus more bushels per acre. On average, Turkey
Red wheat weighed 62 pounds per bushel. One
other advantage to Turkey Red was that it was
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Harvested wheat was hauled
to Littleton to the Rough
and Ready Flour Mill located at the northwest corner of
West Bowels Ave. and Santa
Fe Ave. There it was ground,
stored and sold under the
Rough and Ready brand.
The Mill burned in 1872,
1874 and 1957. It was not
rebuilt after the 1957 fire.
Columbine Mill, built nearby in 1901 at 5690 Rapp
St., handled excess grain. It
was renamed the Littleton Mill in 1960. Now a
historical land mark, it serves today as a restaurant and brewery.
At the end of harvest, Hause and Koran held
back a few hundred bushels of Turkey Red and
had it cleaned and treated. This wheat was stored
to plant for the next season’s crops.

Water and infrastructure development
While farming was the backbone of the area, water resource development was not far behind. In
the early 1800s, explorers of the Colorado Front
Range declared that the scarcity of water made
settlement impossible along the Front Range. In
the mid-1800s, the water supply for the city of
Denver came from open ditches or directly from
the South Platte River. In 1890 the Kassler Filter Treatment Plant was built at the mouth of
the South Platte River in the south east corner
of the Columbine Community. The slow sand
filtration process was the first of its kind west of
the Mississippi River. Filtered water was piped
to Denver for distribution to its customers. As
Denver grew, so grew its need for more water.
The Kassler Plant was the hub for supporting
that infrastructure. Storage facilities were built.
Pipelines were upgraded and added to support
the ever-growing need for water.
Kassler was a very small and neat community.
Workers rented on-site brick and frame housing

and walked across the street to work. There was
also a large bunk and boarding house.
Children attended the one-room school house
located just up the hill. There was one teacher for
all eight grades. This was very convenient until
the Glenn L. Martin plant opened. What a drastic change! Then students had to ride the bus for
more than one hour to go to Bear Creek schools
with overcrowding and/or temporary classrooms
at the Civilian Conservation Corps barracks in
Morrison.
Growing up at Kassler was like living in a paradise. There was water everywhere giving life
to large trees, wild asparagus, mushrooms and
watercress that was picked daily. There was the
beautiful canyon that lent itself to riding, hiking and camping. The common name for Kassler
was “Camp,” coming from the early years when
workers lived in tents while the houses were being built.

The main job for the workers was to send clean
filtered water to Denver. To accomplish this meticulous process, they had to clean the large settling basins, skim the dirty sand by picking it up,
and washing it before replacing it to run another
cycle. They also regulated the flow through large
valves, adding chorine, checking screens, and
taking samples from the river, lake, creeks and
galleries. It was especially difficult in the winter
when they had to clear the ice jams in the river. Lou Fohn’s father, Joe, started in the Moffat
Tunnel, then came to Kassler and continued to
work for Denver Water for more than 50 years.
Lou grew up with Bob Swan and Glenn Jennkins, grandsons of Zebulon Swan, who was
called the “Paul Revere of the South Platte.”
Zebulon Swan owned ground by Cheeseman
Dam and also helped build it. Zebulon went
on to manage the Kassler Treatment plant. He
was given a life estate for a home by the Denver
Union Water Co. He and his wife built a beautiful home to raise their six children. Zebulon
died in 1944. His wife, Mabel, who lived until,

This 1886 photo
shows the
installation of a
60-inch wooden
pipeline laid
through the
entire Columbine
Community to
carry water from
Waterton to Marston
Lake. The pipeline,
constructed of stays
machined from
20-foot sections of
Douglas fir, were
straight grained
with no knots. Stays
were held in place
by three quarter
inch round steel
bands placed every
six inches.

Joints were
accomplished by
two-inch wide steel
tabs driven into
the end of each
stay. When the
wooden pipeline
was replaced with
a 90-inch concrete
line in the early
1950s, Denver water
salvaged the steel.
Farmers were given
the wood, remains
of which can still be
seen in fences and
buildings.
Denver Water
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This Sept. 11, 1906,
view of Kassler Main
Street shows the
close proximity of
work and home.
Employees lived in
the homes on the
left and walked
across the street to
work. The buildings
on the right are
the maintenance
facilities.
Denver Water

1964, would tell stories about making biscuits
for the Indians next door at Arrowhead. Lou and
other neighbors also found buckets of Indian arrowheads along the hogback near Tony Helmers’ home. It was a great childhood. “I was very
happy to be able to roam the beautiful Waterton
Canyon,” states Lou.
Platte Canyon Water and Sanitation District
was organized in 1959 by decree of the District
Court in Arapahoe County to provide water distribution and wastewater collection services to
a three-square mile area located west of Platte
Canyon Road, north of West Chatfield Avenue
east of South Pierce Street and south of West
Crestline Avenue. Early developments included
Bow Mar South, Columbine Hills, Columbine
Estates and Normandy Estates.
The District currently provides water distribution and wastewater collection services to 6,806
residences and businesses in western Arapahoe
and eastern Jefferson Counties.
Southwest Metro Water and Sanitation District
was organized in 1961 by decree of Jefferson
County District Court to provide water distribution and wastewater collection services to
a seven square mile area in western Arapahoe,
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eastern Jefferson and northern Douglas counties. Early developments served by this district
included Wolhurst, Herrick-Dale, Kipling Hills,
Woodmar Square and Woodmar Village subdivisions.
Beginning in 1977, the District Board of Directors approved a series of inclusions that expanded
district boundaries west of South Kipling Street
to the Dakota Hogback between West Bowles
Avenue and West Ken Caryl Avenue. Today,
Southwest Metropolitan’s service area includes
11 square miles of land within the area stretching
from Santa Fe Drive to the Dakota Hogback and
from West Bowles Avenue to Highway C-470.
Today, Southwest Metropolitan provides water
service to 12,300 residential and commercial accounts through one district owned water pump
station and 165 miles of water pipe.

The Cold War and citizen demands
Demand for housing in the Columbine Community started early with the first developer,
the Strauss brothers from Nebraska, who began
developing the area under their company name
Trend Homes in the early 1950s. Columbine
Hills was the first Columbine Community built
and named by Trend Homes. The area was sub-

sequently built out by Ridgewood Realty, a company started by Mike Leprino in the mid-1950s.
In addition, a section of farmland west of the
Koran farmland known as the Welch Place was
purchased by Ridgewood Realty and developed.
Over time, other developments were included as
part of the Columbine Community. This development includes a little more than three square
miles with approximately 3,685 residences.
During the mid-1950s, a demand for housing
exploded when the Glenn L. Martin Company, now Lockheed Martin and Johns Manville
opened huge facilities. The Glenn L. Martin
Company was selected by the U. S. Government
to build and test ICBM missiles during the cold
war. Missile test and production facilities were
constructed in the mid-1950s and Wadsworth
Boulevard was extended and improved to ease
the congested commute for workers. With the
jobs and housing came demands for more – more
schools, more convenient shopping and services,
more highways and more infrastructure. Convenience was the “hue and cry” because for shopping and gasoline, Columbine residents had to
go to Littleton or do without.
Shopping centers quickly developed as area residents wanted the convenience of one-stop shopping. Development of these centers was aided by
the extension of Pierce Street from Ken Caryl
Avenue to Chatfield Avenue in the early 1970s
and from Coal Mine Avenue to Bowles Avenue
in the mid-1970s. Some of the commonly used
centers:

• Lakeside Center at the northwest corner of
Platte Canyon Avenue and Depew Street was the
location of Columbine’s first store, a 7-11. At the
time, it was the busiest store in the chain’s 120
stores in Colorado.
• Columbine Plaza on the northeast corner of
Ken Caryl Avenue and Pierce Street was the
site of the community’s first bank. It opened
for business in the early 1970s in a trailer at the
southeast corner.
• Columbine Knolls Village at the northeast corner of Chatfield Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard
• Marina Point at the southeast corner of Chatfield Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard
• The Columbine Shopping Center at the southeast corner of Ken Caryl Avenue and Pierce
Street was built by Mid States, a Mike Laprino
company. The Center included Columbine Bank
and retail and service businesses.
The Columbine Community was no different than the rest of the country as the Baby
Boomers reached school age. Schools grew and
changed rapidly. In 1923 a consolidated school
was formed to give the area its first high school,
graduating five seniors in its first year. The Bear
Creek School complex was the community gathering place for southern Jefferson County.
With all 12 grades in one building, it quickly
became overcrowded, leading to new schools.
Montana School, an old two-room school house

This view of the
Kassler sand
filtration basins
was taken from
the railroad beds
looking to the east
in the early 1900s.
Untreated water
was filtered through
layers of fine sand
by gravity and
fed into a 36-inch
wooden pipeline for
transport to Denver
for distribution.
Coal was used to
generate steam, hot
water and power
for Kassler. The coal
smoke stack and
shops are in the
background.
Denver Water
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adjacent to the main school building, housed
first and second graders. Until a new elementary school was built in 1955, elementary
students attended classes in converted military barracks.
Jefferson County closed the smaller schools
in 1955 and bussed some of the elementary
aged students to the old Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camps west of Morrison.
These CCC students were also transferred to
the barracks in 1955.
In 1955, Bear Creek elementary school was
finished for grades kindergarten through sixth.
The Bear Creek school building housed seventh through 12th grades. Fire destroyed
the building in 1959. In 1962, a new school
housed Bear Creek’s students. This building
served as the home of the Bears until March
2009 when Bear Creek’s students and staff
moved to a new school built on the 34acre site of the original Bear Creek/Montana school.

The Columbine Airport
The Columbine Airport started in
the late 1950s with a dirt runway
approximately 2,500 feet long.
There was a right hand pattern on
Runway 30 with an elevation of
5,740 feet. In the early Sixties, the
runway was extended to approximately 4,000 feet and was paved.
This is where I first learned to fly as
a young teenager in a Piper Vagabond PA-15 65 hp taildragger. We
flew sky divers – five at a time – in a
185 Cessna Skywagon.
The drop zone was south of West
Chatfield Avenue and Estes Street.
Chuck Hause plowed the drop zone
for a softer landing for the skydivers.
The last jump of the day was to the

by Lou Fohn

Che-Ami restaurant and bar north
of Riverside Acres by Plum Creek.
In 1966, Dr. Mark Farrell sold the
airport and 300 acres to Vaughn
Cole, Bangor, ME. Cole’s Aviation became a Piper dealer and a
flight school. The airport grew to
190 airplanes and was a great asset
to all who commuted to Stapleton
Airport at the time. Cole sold the
airport in 1972 to Wood Brothers
Homes.
You can still see the end of the runaway when you are traveling south
on Kipling just to the east before
reaching the top of the hill after
passing Meadows Drive.

Built in 1964, Columbine Hills elementary
school was the first new elementary school
built in the Columbine Community.
Columbine High School was built in
1973. The school housed the Columbine
Library collection, until the Columbine Library was completed in Clement Park on
South Pierce Street south of West Bowles
Avenue. The high school, with a capacity of
1,652, houses grades nine through 12. An
addition was built in 1995. The school was
re-modeled during the summer of 1999.
On April 20, 1999, two student gunmen,
Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris, killed 13
people and wounded 21 others before committing suicide. Despite this national tragedy, the heart and soul of the Columbine
Community remains.
Sources:
Littleton Historic Museum, Colorado Cultural Resource Survey
Inventory Form 5AH195, August 10, 1982, Colorado Geological
Survey publication Mineral Resources of Jefferson County, The
Denver Post, Denver Water, Jefferson County Colorado Planning
and Zoning Division, Personal collections of the Fohn Family,
the Koran Family, the Hause Family, the Staack Family and the
Swan Family, Southwest Metropolitan Water and Sanitation
District: http://www.swmetrowater.org, Platte County Water and
Sanitation District: www.plattecanyon.org
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The airport, pictured here in about 1961, was located off Ken Caryl Avenue
past Garrison Street. One would go north on independence Avenue to its
intersection with Geddes Avenue. The office was at this intersection with the
hangers north of West Geddes Avenue. The runway ran at an angle to the
Independence Avenue and Geddes Avenue intersection. Perhaps , today the
most interesting thing to note is that South Kipling Street was a two-lane dirt
road that ended at West Geddes Avenue. Garrison Street, south of Ken Caryl
Avenue, connected to Ute Avenue and then west to Deer Creek Canyon.

Water – Legacy of Zebulon Vance Swan

T

he development of water resources for
the Denver Metropolitan Area is woven
through the history of the family of Zebulon “Zeb” Vance Swan (Swann). Zeb’s story is
emblematic of Jefferson County’s settlers.
Born May 1, 1862, in Marion, McDowell
County, NC, Swan settled close to Denver in the
mid-1890s. At that time he changed his name
from Swann to Swan. He worked hauling logs
and other materials to build Goose Creek Dam.
He lived in a boarding house run by sisters Mabel and Minnie Wilcox from Batchellerville, NY.

by Bobbee David Swan

brick houses, a boarding house, a power house, a
gas house and a blacksmith shop at Kassler. This
plant is about one mile down river from Canyon Spur, later known as Waterton. Other early
employees and their families lived in tents until
frame houses were built in 1915.

While an employee of the Denver Union Water Co., he continued work on the dam and he
homesteaded purchased land up the creek from
the dam. He traded his land to Denver Union
for a future job and home at a water filtration
plant to be built at the mouth of the Platte Canyon at Canyon Spur. This plant was later known
as the Kassler Filter Treatment Plant (Kassler).
In May 1900, the Goose Creek Dam’s completed
masonry foundation and dirt fill quickly filled
due to a heavy winter snowfall and early spring
rains. The water began to flow over the dam even
though the escape valves had been fully opened.
Stories passed down through the years tell of
Zeb taking a hard horseback journey down the
canyon to warn residents and ranchers of the
dam’s apparent failure. While all human lives
were spared, the horse lost its life in this effort.
The Colorado and Southern Railway track was
destroyed from the South Platte Hotel to the
mouth of Waterton Canyon.
Zeb returned to Cheesman to be one of those supervising the building of Cheesman Dam, a masonry structure which is still in use today. During this time, he married Mabel Familia Wilcox
who worked at the boarding house owned by
JRC Dickenson, who was the husband of her
sister, Minnie.
The Denver Union Water Co. built a brick house
for Zeb and Mabel on the south side of the Platte
River near the newly constructed Platte Canyon
Reservoir. The company also built four other

Zeb, Mabel and their two young daughters, Helen and Mabel, moved in 1904 to the house by
the reservoir. Cheesman Dam was entirely completed by 1905. At Kassler, Zeb became foreman
of a group of men known as “the work gang.”
In August 1904, while temporarily living in
Denver, Zeb and Mabel had a third child, Anna.
While living in Denver, Zeb testified at a trial
considering a lawsuit about the breach of Goose
Creek Dam. Upon returning to their Kassler
home, they had four more children: George
Henry in 1906; David Earl in 1908; Albert
Vance in 1909; and Reese Stanley in 1910. Reese
Stanley lived only one and a half months.
Zeb retired in 1934 from the Denver Municipal Water Works. During his years at Kassler, he
never drove a car. He could always been seen on
a horse or in a buggy. Rumor had it that he had
a wooden leg, but family members said he just
had a “bad” leg from rheumatism or arthritis.
He was often brought home in a buggy after a
hard day’s work.

The Swan family
is so entwined
with the history of
Denver water that
one cannot speak
of one without
the other. Swan
patriarch, Zebulon,
started working
with “water” when
he helped build
the Goose Creek
Dam. He progressed
to supervising
the building of
Cheesman Dam, still
in use today. After
retiring from Denver
Municipal Water
Works in 1934, he
continued to live,
with his wife Mabel,
in their home near
the Platte Canyon
Reservoir. Three of
their sons worked
for the water
company.
Denver Water
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Mabel’s father and mother, Ann Eliza Gray and
Myron Wilcox also lived at Cheesman in the early years. Myron, a carpenter, also worked on the
dam. He died in 1905 and is buried in a cemetery in Pine, CO. Ann then moved in with Zeb,
Mabel and the family. She died in 1924 and is
buried at Lehow Cemetery near Kassler.

As sand caught
sediment from
the raw water the
sand needed to be
replaced, a process
called skimming.
Note the individual,
third from the left.
Zebulon Swan was
hired as the Kassler
Superintendent.

After the children were grown, Zeb and Mabel
continued to live in their home by the lake. Zeb
died at age 82 on Thanksgiving, 1944. The Denver Water Co., according to its original agreement to build a home for Zeb at Platte Canyon
Reservoir, also agreed that the surviving spouse
should live in the home until his or her death.
Mable lived in the family home until July 15,
1964, when she moved to Littleton Manor
Nursing Home. She died at age 86, August 1,
1964. Zeb and Mabel are buried in Littleton
Cemetery.

Denver Water archives
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Zeb and Mabel’s heritage continued as three of
their sons worked for the water company. Albert worked there for 18 years until 1947, when
he and his family moved to California after his
wife’s father’s death. Her father, Wilse Duncan,
was superintendent of Kassler. George, known as
“Mr. Highline Canal,” worked 41 years for the
water company. He eventually became supervisor of the 86-mile long ditch which runs across
the entire city of Denver. David worked for 44
years at Kassler, eventually becoming superintendent. Retiring in 1973, he and his wife, Edna
Mitchell Swan, moved to Littleton, CO.
In the next generation, two sons of Zeb and Mabel’s middle daughter, Mabel Swan Jenkins, also
spent their careers with Denver Water.
The Swan family can truly be called a “Denver
Water Family.”
Sources:
This account of the Swan Family was prepared from family records
and reminiscences by Bobbee David Swan, grandson of Zebulon and
Mabel.

Red Rocks Community College honors World War II

O

by Katy Ordway and Chris Howell

n April 9, 2015, Red Rocks Community College commemorated the 70th
Anniversary of end of World War II
(WWII). This campuswide event brought together students, faculty, staff and the community for a day-long experiential learning occasion. The day began early before the school day
started. KEZW started with big band classic
music broadcasting from the campus. Once the
students began to arrive, WWII Day officially
started with a ceremony honoring veterans.
Throughout the day veterans were able to interact with students and members of the community sharing their stories.
Students were also able to share what they had
learned on a variety of topics assigned as research in an array of courses. The campus was
filled with their displays on subjects ranging
from radio use and technology to Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender (GLBT) contributions to
the war effort. The anthropology department
provided food from the period, including Spam
and chocolate cake. Discipline contributions ran
the spectrum from physics and English to business and history.
One of the more interactive displays was the
USO show produced by the theatre departments. Both the morning and afternoon sessions
were standing room only events. Bob Hope, Abbot and Costello and the Andrews Sisters were
all on stage to entertain the “troops.” There were
swing dancing lessons for anyone who wanted to
take part. Also spotted on campus were Albert
Einstein, Douglas MacArthur, Dwight Eisenhower, Rosie the Riveter and Winston Churchill
to name but a few. The art department created
a replica of Pablo Picasso’s painting, Guernica.
The painting was his reaction to the aerial bombing of Guernica, Spain, by German and Italian
forces during the Spanish Civil War in 1937.
Guest Speakers gave talks on subjects varying
from “Japanese Internment Camps” to “Just War
Theory.”

collections and passions to a wider audience.
The Lakewood Heritage Center, Spirit of Flight
Museum, Salvation Army and women Marines
were just a few of the groups represented. These
groups featured displays with vintage uniforms
and clothing as well as dolls and other artifacts
from WWII.
Living history continued outside with reenactors
portraying soldiers from the Tenth Mountain
Division, the Soviet Army and the European and
the Pacific theatres. These passionate historians
came equipped with stories, facts and artifacts
to help bring history to life. Classic vehicles of
the era were well represented on the front lawn
with more than $1 million worth of cars including some extremely rare Fords. Closing the event
was a flyover featuring an authentic World War
II airplane.

World War II reenactors captured
every detail of life
on the battle front.
Different styles of
tents, canteen items,
weapons, backpacks
and uniforms show
the conditions that
the troops faced
as they fought on
to victory. One of
the few historically
inaccurate items
was the weather.
The beautiful spring
day was excellent
for attending the
event, but many
battles were fought
during inclement
weather.
All photos: Red Rocks
Community College
Marketing Department

The air war was vital
to the Allies winning
the war. WWII Day
concluded with a
flyover by a WWII
airplane.

This was also a great opportunity for local museums and historical groups to showcase their
Historically Jeffco 2015
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Introducing Colorow, a Jefferson County legend

Chief Colorow
c. 1869-70
by W.H. Reed,
Central City, CO
National Museum of
the American Indian,
Smithsonian Institution,
P22930

C

olorow is the most familiar name of local Native American inhabitants in Jefferson County. Other than the many
stories — often about the chief ’s legendary appetite — that have been recorded and repeated,
very little has been known of the man as he really
was. A great statesman and respected leader of
his people, Colorow’s memory has been victim
of false, or exaggerated, reporting for too long.

by Beth Simmons

Chief Colorow was born a Comanche. After a
battle in northern New Mexico, the long-legged
lad was adopted and raised by the Muwache
Utes. Because his skin was more red than the
brown-skinned Utes, the Mexicans called him
“Colorado” or “Red,” a name that later appears
on most of the treaties between the Utes and
Americans. As an adult, his six-foot-tall imposing stature and his horse-trading talent propelled
him to lead his large family to wealth for half a
century.
The Arapahos and the all-important buffalo
roamed the Plains to the east of what is now
Jefferson County. Often the Arapahos camped
near the confluence of the South Platte River
and Cherry Creek, near John Smith’s trading
post. The Utes and Arapahos were enemies of
long standing. Colorow had faced the Arapahos
in numerous battles, including one near what
is now Aspen, from which he emerged a hero.
Another supposed battle at the base of the Table
Mountains was so bloody that neither the Utes
nor Arapahos would return to the valley.1
As an adult, Colorow crisscrossed what is now
the state of Colorado for more than a quarter of
a century. He knew every trail, tribe and other
chief. He knew the Spanish and had made acquaintance with American fur traders, trappers
and military men. In 1856, he fought with
Ouray and Nevava against a band of Arapahos
and Cheyennes who had stolen 40 Ute horses.
Outnumbered eight to one, the Utes killed four
of the enemy and retrieved their horses.2
Colorow’s first wife Recha was apparently the
mother of his first three children, Uncompahgre
Colorow (b. 1835, d. ~1889),3 Patchoorowits
(known as “Gus”) and their sister “Topollywack”
(b. 1833). Recha died in an accident, after her
foot caught in the stirrup dragging her to her
death.4 Following Ute tradition, Colorow married two sisters, Poopa (b. 1829) and Siah (b.
1830), perhaps Recha’s sisters. In 1857, the trio
had nine children with more on the way.
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Every early summer, their lodges covered the
grassy slopes on what is now the top of Lookout
Mountain. More than 1,000 horses and goats
traveled with the band across the land, moving
to greener pastures every few weeks. As the grass
was grazed out, the women and children packed
their belongings and headed to the famed “Iron
Spring” in Rooney Valley. The tribes, including
Arapahos, Cherokees, Comanches and Kiowas,
had gathered there peacefully because of the
mineral springs and lush pasture near Morrison.
Early trappers and mountain men reported the
“Grand Encampment” of several tribes in the
area as early as 1816.5
By 1860, a busy new village named Mt. Vernon
occupied the “inner” valley at the base of the
mountains along Mt. Vernon Creek Canyon.
Joseph Casto chartered and carved a toll road
through the canyon to take gold seekers toward
Central City and Black Hawk.
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the previous week and “drove a lively
with
SANTAtrade
FE
our merchants, bartering their furs and skins for
sugar, flour, coffee, etc.”6
While encamped, the women tanned the hides
of the deer and antelope the men shot to feed
the tribe. The buckskin garments and moccasins
the Ute women produced, much desired by the
early mountain fur trappers, provided the foundation for this band’s barter economy. One of
those gold seekers, actually a stonemason turned
dairyman, Alexander Rooney saw the potential
that lay in the horse pasture around the Iron
Spring. He constructed a temporary log shanty
as an improvement on the property he claimed

The view to the west
from Colorow Point
Park, designated
a Denver City
Mountain Park in
1915 along Colorow
Road, across from
the Boettcher
Mansion situated
on Colorow Hill.
Before settlement,
the land in the view
belonged to the Ute
Indians (Taviwotsu)
Tinted postcard, c. 1950
Sanborn Souvenir Co.

Most of the incidents between Utes and settlers
in Jefferson County probably occurred in the
late 1860s or early 1870s, when Colorow and
Ouray often brought their lodges to Denver for
supplies and rations. A short entry in the Jan. 16,
1867, issue of the Colorado Transcript (Golden)
reported that a “large delegation of Ute Indians,
both ladies and gentlemen,” had been in town
Historically Jeffco 2015
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for his homestead
and then headed
east to Iowa to
marry his beloved
Emeline
Littlefield. By 1864, the
Rooneys were back
in Colorado Territory, well settled on
their ranch, complete with yellow
roses that Emeline
had brought from
Iowa. In 1865,
Rooney constructed a substantial
stone house.

Siah Colorow, left,
with two of her
children. Possibly
Mary in the center,
and Waperatz “Enny”
on the right.
www.firstpeople.org

Sketch of the
crossing of the Grand
(Colorado) River by
the Utes in September
of 1881.
HC #PH.PROP.864

A Ute trail followed
Rooney Creek and
went over Green
Mountain, so Colorow and his clan
often visited the
Rooney family to use the healing muds and water of the Iron Spring. At Rooney’s, the Utes, or
Numa, turned their horses into the old pasture,
now short because Alex had cut and stockpiled
the grass for winter hay for his livestock.
The Rooney family tells many stories of Colorow and the Utes, passed down from their ancestors. A classic Rooney story is told of young
Alice Rooney babysitting her red-haired squalling baby sister, Emma Nora, while her parents
were off chasing cows. A Ute woman came along
and offered to trade her quiet papoose for Emma
Nora. Alice made the deal and pulled Emma

Nora from her cradle. Upon their return home,
finding the strange child, the frantic parents,
Alex and Emeline, caught up with Colorow’s
band and Emma Nora near where Camp George
West is today. After some bartering along with
the return of the papoose, and amid chuckles
from the Natives, the Rooneys retrieved their
baby.7
Alice Rooney told how she once saved her brother Otis from drowning in Mount Vernon Creek
during a wrestling match with a young Native
boy. When the Native lad was holding Otis’
head underwater, Alice whacked him across his
bare back with a long, thorny twig from a rose
bush until he let up on Otis.8
Always friendly and welcoming to the early white
settlers, Colorow was often the first to introduce
himself to new residents. He was said to help
himself to Emeline Rooney’s fine biscuits and
roast beef at times. One time, Emeline smacked
the chief over the knuckles with the flat side of a
butcher knife for reaching into her stew pot with
his dirty hands. Colorow immediately offered to
trade three squaws and three horses for her so he
could teach Emeline a lesson “Indian style,” but
Alex Rooney declined the deal.
Colorow felt it was the husband’s duty to feed
his band, not to send the women to beg. So the
Ute braves and Chief Colorow often stopped at
ranches during their roving and asked the pioneer white women to bake them biscuits. Many
biscuit stories bear Colorow’s name, but there is
no better tale than Mrs. Entriken’s from Bailey,
along the North Fork of the South Platte River.
White men wanted the land of the Utes that contained the treasures of their economy. Over time,
the American government signed and broke at
least four treaties and agreements with the Utes:
Abiquiu (1849), Tabeguache (1863), Kit Carson
(1868) and the Brunot in 1873. Colorow and
his sons signed most of these.
All would have been well had not Nathan Meeker, the inexperienced Indian Agent at the White
River Agency, exasperated the Utes’ patience in
1879 by sending for government troops to force
the Utes to do his will. Colorow and other chiefs
attempted to intercept and compromise with
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Family Portrait c. 1874 The Colorow family was registered at the White River Agency at this time. There is no typical Ute buckskin evident in
the clothes in this photo. The men wear white men’s shirts, the ladies don cloth dresses or blankets, showing the extent to which the Utes
had already accepted white attire and manners. Identifications follow, developed using Google Picasa’s facial recognition software. Tentative
identifications are indicated by asterisk. Photo by Chamberlain, Courtesy History Colorado #F-6670
1. Frank Colorow (Colorow’s seventh son) in
a flat-topped white hat, silk neck scarf and
jacket, braids not wrapped.

5. *Tonits =Unapav Colorow, Siah’s
youngest daughter, wrapped in a plaid
blanket, wearing hair decoration.

10. *Tabernash Colorow (Colorow’s sixth
son) with hand on a rifle in checked shirt,
vest, and silk neck scarf, braids unwrapped .

2. Chief Shavano, the older man wearing
a shirt, vest and medal, pistol in hand, lap
covered with a striped blanket, his hair
cut short indicating a recent death in the
family.

6. Chief Colorow holding a double-barreled
rifle, in the flat-topped black hat shown in
the B.A. Hawkins portrait.

11. Coho=Chick Colorow (Colorow’s third
son) in flat-topped hat, scarf, and vest

3. Siah Colorow, wrapped in a plaid blanket
that is clasped shut.

8. *Kanapedy Colorow wearing hoop
earrings with dangles and a soft dress.

4. Waperatz =Enny Colorow (Colorow’s fifth
son) in checked shirt, vest, and silk scarf
with a blanket over his lap.

7. *Penseber Colorow in a plaid dress with
silk neck scarf.

9. Uncapahagagunt=Brock Colorow
(Colorow’s eighth son) wearing a broadbrimmed hat, double-breasted jacket, neck
scarf.

12. Chief Nevava Washington (Yamparika
tribe) in turned up hat brim, shirt and vest,
13. *Waretza Colorow (Colorow’s fourth
son) in shirt and silk neck scarf, unwrapped
braids, blanket around his legs,
14. *Mogoratats [=Mary] Colorow,
apparently wrapped in blanket.
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Time Line Of Colorow’s Life
~1810:
~1815:
1833, Nov. 13:
1868:
1873, April 20:
1873. Aug. 22-30:
1874, Oct.:
1875:
1876:
1877, June 1:

1877, Aug.:

1878, Sept. 18:

1879, Dec. 1:
1880, Aug. 24:
1881:
1881, Aug.:
1881, Sept. 1:
1882:
1882:
1882, Aug. 1:
1887, Aug.:
1887, Sept. 17:
1888, Jan.:
1888, Dec. 11:
1888, Dec. 13:

Birth: New Mexico
Capture from Comanches
Witnessed the Leonids Meteor Shower
Subchief-considered for chief of Northern Utes
President Grant’s Reception, Denver
Council at Los Pinos I Agency
Buffalo hunt with Ouray
Travel in Colorado Springs
Residence-Ute Reservation, White River Agency
Horse Race between “Black Crook” and winning
pony of last Saturday’s races, owned by Colorow, at
Denver fairgrounds
Middle Park: Tourists in Middle Park had horse
race. Colorow turned 150 head of horses into
white man’s pasture.
Treaty Relinquished southern portion of
Confederate Ute Reservation, signed “Colorado his
mark” as a Yampa and Grand River Ute
Testified to White River Commission
Ouray’s burial
Age:-70 years old
last to leave Uncompahgre Valley
In Utah, Duchesne River from Uncompahgre Valley
Naming Rights—“Chili Colorow Sauce”
Naming Rights —Post office named “Colorow” in
Grand County
Glenwood Springs: to find some ponies
Colorow’s War, White River at Rangely, CO
Transferred to Ouray Agency
Claimed damages after Colorow’s War
Death at Ouray Agency
Burial

Dr. Beth Simmons,
Ute Spiritual Leader
Kenny Frost and
JCHC member
Sally White under
the 500-yearold Inspiration
(Colorow) Tree on
Dinosaur Ridge.
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the troops; but, in
September 1879,
military leader Major Thornburgh insisted on proceeding directly to the
White River Agency. His unit engaged
the Utes at the Milk
River, where Thornburgh was killed.
The Utes retaliated,
murdering Meeker
and his male employees and capturing the women
and children who
were at the Agency.
The Meeker Massacre, as it is called,
changed the course
of the tribe’s future.

After a grueling
month of testimony
at the Uncompahgre Agency, where
Colorow told all
he could about the
incident,9 the Utes
and the American government came to an agreement. The “northern Utes” would leave Colorado and move into the desert land of the Uinta
Utes in Utah. The “southern Utes” would move
south of the San Juans to a narrow strip of desolate land. In September 1881, the entire tribe
started its exodus to Utah, with Colorow bringing up the rear.
Within two years of the expulsion, Colorow and
his troupe were back in Denver at the National
Mining Exposition, hired to “put on a show.”10
They returned to Utah, but rarely stayed around
the agency. They spent most of their time in
western Colorado, hunting under the treaty of
1880.
In the summer of 1887, because of some minor incidents that occurred around Meeker,
the Sheriff of Rio Blanco County started hunting down Utes with a posse. The posse injured
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some of Colorow’s sons, grandsons and sons-inlaw and burned Chipeta’s camp. Several western
Colorado counties issued orders to shoot Indians
— any Indians — on sight. The Utes were ordered by their Agent, Timothy Brynes, to return
to Utah for their own safety. They were well on
their way when Sheriff Kendall, supported by
about 1,000 state militia, caught up with them
and started shooting. Buffalo Soldiers from Fort
Duchesne in Utah rescued the terrified Indians.
In “Colorow’s War,” the Utes lost more than
$30,000 worth of property; the skirmish cost the
state more than $80,000.11
Fifteen months later, on Dec.11, 1888, Chief
Colorow died of pneumonia on the reservation. Hailed as a great chief by the Utes, most
of whom were his descendants, Colorow was
mourned by friends and family.12

Because of the government’s emphasis on the
leadership of Ouray and Chipeta, Chief Colorow’s importance as a Ute statesman and respected tribal leader is just now coming to light. Here
in Jefferson County, many places bear Colorow’s
name. In addition to Colorow Point Park on
Lookout Mountain with Colorow Hill just to
the south under the Boettcher Mansion, Colorow Road, Colorow Drive, Colorow Elementary
School and Colorow’s Cave (aka Willowbrook
Event Center) all honor the memory of this venerable Native American who welcomed the early
settlers to Jefferson County.
Note:
This article is adapted from the full scope special edition, Colorow! A
Colorado Photographic Chronicle, also written by Beth Simmons in
2015, which contains many previously unidentified and unpublished
photographs of the Utes. It is available for $19.95 at the Dinosaur
Ridge Discovery Center and Visitor Center as well as other bookstores
in the Golden area.
References:
1
Colorado Transcript, July 27, 1905, “Famous Indian Battle Ground
Site for Amusement Gardens,” p. 1.

Jefferson County
Hall of Fame
Colorow
A Jefferson County Legend
ntil now, Colorow — the real man, chief and statesman — has
been known generally through stories and legends.

U

In placing Colorow in the Jefferson County Historical Commission
Hall of Fame, we wish to recognize the historical and factual contributions that he made to our county and, indeed, our state and nation.
The name “Colorow” appears on many signs and places in Jefferson
County — Colorow Mountain Park, Colorow Hill, Colorow Road,
Colorow’s “Inspiration Tree,” Colorow Drive in Morrison, Colorow
Elementary School and its adjacent playground, Chief Colorow Park,
Colorow Water Station and Colorow’s Cave (Willow Brook Amphitheatre).

Smith, P. David, 1990, Ouray, Chief of the Utes, Wayfinder Press,
Ridgeway, CO, p. 50.
2

Name from “Ute Indian Losses,” January 11, 1888, Letter from the
Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting an estimate from the Secretary
of the Interior of an appropriation to reimburse Colorow and other
Indians for losses sustained in 1887, Serial Set Vol. No. 2557, Report: H.
Exec. Doc. 68;
3

Mrs. E.A. Thayer of Glenwood Springs wrote a legend about Recha
being a daughter of a white woman who was brought to Colorado
for her health. The child disappeared when she was two years, and
the story goes that she was adopted by a local Ute band and raised
under the “Spirit.” Colorow supposedly took her for his wife and she
was killed in the horse accident. Thayer puts Colorow in Glenwood
Springs after the construction of the Hotel Colorado, which is quite
impossible. “Glenwood Springs Current Gossip and News from the
Western Slope Spa,” July 22, 1900, Colorado Springs Gazette, p. 1
4

Note from Francis Cragin, “In 1816, Arapaho/Cherokee/Comanche/
Kiowa and Kiowa-Apaches were assembled together in a “grand
camp” on Bear Creek, near present Morrison, trading with Frenchmen
and evidently all at peace with each other under the arm of Chief Bear
Tooth.” (Colorado Springs Pioneer Museum, Cragin Collection, Box 10,
V. 12, “Indians of North America, Intertribal Relations”)
5
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Davidson, Jack, Honda, Katherine and Simmons, Beth, 2010, The
Rooney Ranch, Morrison, CO: Friends of Dinosaur Ridge, p. 5.
8 Ibid.
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Congressional Series Set, Secretary of the Interior, Transmitting copy
of evidence taken before White River Ute Commission, V. 24, #83,
Appendix O, “Testimony of Colorado, Chief of the White River Utes,
December 1, 1879, p. 61-65.
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“The Mining Exposition: The Murderous Old Indian to be Among
Spectators,“ Feb. 23, 1883, Rocky Mountain News, p. 8; Letter from
Frank H. Wilson to Hon. Henry M. Teller, June 21, 1883.
10

Nankivell, Major John H., November. 1933, “Colorado’s Last Indian
‘War,’” Colorado Magazine, V. 10, #6, p. 223-231.
11

“Chief Colorow Dead,” Leadville Daily and Evening Chronicle, Dec.
13, 1888, p. 1; same article, Aspen Daily Times, Dec. 13, 1888, p. 1.
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Colorow (Coloron) by B.A. Hawkins, 1873
Anthropology Archives & Collections, National Museum
of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, #90001712

Another actual place
visited by Colorow is
Inspiration Tree on the
east side of Dinosaur
Ridge above the Rooney
Ranch. According to
Rooney family legends,
the original settler, Alexander Rooney smoked
the peace pipe with
Chief Colorow under
this tree. The Ponderosa
Pine, dated at more than
500 years, honors the
long-standing peace between the Rooney family and the Utes. The tree
is on the National Register of Historic Places,
along with the Rooney
Ranch, and is a Jefferson
County Natural Historic Landmark.

We are honored to co-sponsor the publication of Colorow! A Colorado
Photographic Chronicle by Beth Simmons, Ph.D., noted historian and
professor.
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Jefferson County Hall of Fame
Sally White
Jefferson County historian supreme

A

n introduced species to Jefferson County, ecologist/historian Sally White has served the
Morrison community and the
County for 25 years by founding
three major historical groups: the
Morrison Natural History Museum with Dick Scott; Friends
of Dinosaur Ridge; and a town
Heritage Museum for Morrison,
with Lila Horton. The museum is
housed in the historic town Hall
and the annex at the back.
After the move of the Natural
History Museum building to its
present site, Sally created the exhibits and displays, and then regaled school groups with exhibits
of dinosaur bones and modern reptiles. The museum now
hosts thousands of visitors annually seeking to learn more
about the original dinosaurs that came from the quarries
north of Morrison.
The Friends of Dinosaur Ridge began at morning meetings
at the museum, eating Sally’s hot breakfast casseroles. The
main purpose of the group was to protect from vandals the
dinosaur tracks along Alameda Parkway. That group has
expanded for 25 years. It:
• Oversees the Jefferson County Open Space sites along
Alameda Parkway.
• Added a west side Discovery Center.
• Oversees Triceratops Trail along Fossil Trace Golf
Course, Golden.
In 2002, while on the Dinosaur Ridge Board of Directors,
Sally co-authored a booklet, the Historic Dinosaur Quarries
of the Dinosaur Ridge Area. Co-authors are Martin Lockley
and Adrian Hunt.
The Morrison Heritage Museum was staffed by volunteers
from the Morrison Historical Society. Unfortunately the
number of volunteers dwindled; and the number of vistors
were not enough to pay the bills. Even though the museum
28
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closed, Sally – ever the technological wizard – keeps the Morrison
Museum alive through events published on her blog on the society’s
Web page “Historic Morrison” at
morrisonhistory.wordpress.com/.
Sally’s most recent work has been
with the Denver Mountain Parks,
house at the Civilian Consrvation
Corps (CCC) camp along Bear
Creek. She has been instrumental in preserving and restoring
the camp and in hosting historical events for CCC workers and
other groups. She has created
exhibits about the Works Project
Administration/CCC program
and its effect on Morrison and
the area. She co-authored the Denver Mountain Parks: 100
Years of the Magnificent Dream with Wendy Rex-Atzet and
Erika D. Walker and photography by John Fielder
In 2004, Sally was appointed to the Jefferson County Historical Commission (JCHC). She served as JCHC president. Her other activities include:
• Hours of work on the Place Names project
• Instrumental in designating and recognizing Jefferson
County Landmarks
• Involved in establishing Lariat Loop, a scenic circle of
heritage treasures linking Golden, Lookout Mountain,
Evergreen and Morrison
• Establishing a JCHC web site to inform the public about
the Commission’s activities and events.
• Last but not least, she has been the lifeblood behind
JCHC’s annual magazine, Historically Jeffco, serving as
author, editor and placing all issues on the website.
For her quarter century of service as a historical leader in
Jefferson County, we salute Sally White.

Thomas J. Carney

T

Singular and gifted public servant

om Carney’s penchant for
public service may have
been inherited from his grandfather and great-grandfather, both
of whom served as Chicago City
Council aldermen.
Thomas J. Carney, born Oct. 7,
1926, in Philadelphia, grew up in
Wilmette, IL, a Chicago suburb.
He attended New Trier Township
High School in Wilmette and
graduated from Culver (IN) Military Academy on D-Day, June 6,
1944. He served as a U.S. Army
Second Lieutenant preserving the
peace in Germany at the end of
World War II. Among his assignments, at only age 18, was being
in charge of a Disarmed Enemy Forces camp, where he was
responsible for guarding 35 German generals and officers.
After graduating in 1951 from the Colorado School of
Mines, he worked as a petroleum refining engineer for a
couple of years. He was offer a choice of relocating to Louisiana or Texas, but he had fallen in love with Colorado.
A lawyer friend from Golden convinced him to go to law
school. He received his law degree in 1956 from the University of Colorado.
While attending law school, he became a new parent and
became interested in Jefferson County’s newly formed R-1
School District. As the first reorganized school district in
Jefferson County, there was no model. While the school
district may have become reorganized, its administration
was disorganized. The superintendent and a board member
resigned.
Tom was appointed to the fill the board seat; and at age
27, he became the youngest person to serve on the board.
He was re-elected twice. One of Tom’s most meaningful
accomplishments as a school board member was convincing Robert H. Johnson to take the job of superintendent.

Johnson helped transform the
stumbling school district into
one of the best in the nation.
Tom resigned from the School
Board in 1958 to run for chair
of the Jefferson County Republican Party. He won election after a
heated battle.
Early on, Tom became involved
in the March of Dimes and
served as Jefferson County chairman in 1955. He and his family
were among the first to receive
the polio vaccine shots.
Tom’s legal career in Jefferson
County was varied. He was president of the First Judicial District
Bar Assn. He served as county attorney from 1960-1963. A
member of the Colorado Bar Assn. for more than 50 years,
he served as president in 1976-77. For the last seven years
of his practice, he represented Coors Brewery.
He even has a footnote in rock ‘n’ roll history. He and two
business partners were the local promoters who contracted
to bring the Beatles to the famed Red Rocks Amphitheatre
near Morrison.
Tom also served 14 years on the Colorado State Racing
Commission. In a condolence letter to Tom’s widow shortly
after his Feb. 3, 2013, death, Daniel J. Hartman, director,
State of Colorado Division of Racing Events, said of Tom:
“ The Commission and the Division of Racing Events wish
to acknowledge Mr. Carney’s outstanding contributions
and achievements, not only during his distinguished terms
of service as a member of the Colorado Racing Commission, but, also, during his illustrious career in the legal
profession and in his notable contributions to Colorado
political and community services. Mr. Carney was a gifted
public servant who dedicated himself tirelessly to the welfare of the citizens of Colorado.”
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Evergreen stories trace its history of “mature eccentricity”
Editor’s Note: Come
sit by the pot-bellied
stove, belly up to the
bar for a drink, tour
historical sites, watch
the tourists or just
settle in for stories
about Evergreen
businesses and
residents. Evergreen’s
life is so much more
than a list of dates
and names. While not
a traditional “history,”
in Karen’s article you
can learn about the
“real” Evergreen from
the logging era, to
the days when it was
a tourist destination,
to local politics and
glimpses of daily life.

T

he wood-carved welcome signs that enclose Evergreen’s Main Street business
area on Colorado Highway 74 aren’t the
only symbols of this mountain town’s logging
heritage.
From the Episcopalian campus and bell tower
on the eastern edge to the Catholic church and
Bear Creek Cemetery above the lake, this quaint
historic district can thank its early settlers — the
loggers, merchants, farmers, ranchers, landowners, pastors and doctors — for its rough-cut appearance.
The history of Evergreen is best traced through
its business community and the owners’ daily
activities. It is fortunate that we have newspaper
morgues and the recollections of early residents
to give us a glimpse of everyday life.
The logging industry in Evergreen was most active during the late 19th Century. Sawmills and
lumberyards flanked Main Street and merchants
sold railroad ties and material to shore up mines.
In the early 1900s logging began to decline
somewhat, but there were several mills operating at nearby ranches. Before Evergreen Lake

The scene
demonstrates the
logging industry
and its importance
to Evergreen. Horses
and wagons were
used to haul timber
and milled lumber.
Date unknown,
probably late 1880s.
Jefferson County
Historical Society, Hiwan
Homestead archives.
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by Karen Groves

was built in1970, one could find piles of lumber
stacked near the intersection of Colorado Highway 74 and County Road 73.
Evergreen’s historic character remains today in
the peaked rooftops of downtown and its wooden boardwalk. Bear Creek rushing through town
continues to cast a persistent “rural” hue to Main
Street.
The site of today’s Little Bear Saloon, known as
“Colorado’s Rowdiest Mountain Bar,” started as
a place where prayers were said and hymns were
sung. It was built in the early 1900s, roughly
a half century before Jefferson County required
building permits or imposed zoning regulations
in the mountainous part of the county.
The property then passed to Virginia Dix’s parents, Lyle and Ada Dix. When they owned the
building, Virginia Dix described its interior as a
drug store on the ground floor, “with a roundbellied iron stove around which men swapped
stories on winter nights.”
During a snowstorm in 1916, a fire burned
part of the building’s living quarters, as well as
the space used for a Grange Hall upstairs. The

Grange movement, created in the late 1800s,
advocated for rural Americans. Like community
rooms today, Grange Halls were places for social
events such as weddings, meetings, church services and funerals.
In a brief memoir written in the late 1960s,
Dix attributed the fire to her father. “He was a
real fix-it man. He had installed a shop where
he could vulcanize the tires of our Essex,” Dix
wrote. Detailed instructions on do-it-yourself
vulcanization procedures may not have been
available at the time. The process, named after
Vulcan the Roman God of fire, involved applying heat to fuse together the layers of rubber to
make tires stronger. Safety instructions to prevent fire apparently were missing.
After the fire, the family made improvements including the installation of a Delco lighting system. Popular in rural areas, the gasoline-powered
electric generator was used before electricity was
readily available. “My mother also got a longdesired piano,” said Dix, who practiced in the
restored Grange Hall upstairs.
It was not uncommon to use any available open
interior spaces for community purposes such
as ice cream socials or taffy pulls, but when the
floor was cleared it signaled time for Saturday
night dancing. The same year the Dix family

made improvements to their drug store, Colorado became one of the first states in the nation
to enact “The Bone Dry Act.”
While it is not known if the anti-liquor laws had
anything to do with the Dix’s decision to move
to California, in March of 1918 they sold the
drug store on the corner to Prince and Maude
McCracken, who played a significant role in the
nascent business and life in Evergreen.
Seven years earlier, Maude Hicks married Prince
McCracken in King County, WA. Photos show
a lanky, dark-haired, 28-year-old Prince in uniform as a Seattle trolley car driver. The job was
short lived and the couple returned to Evergreen
where Maude’s family was well established.
There are at least two branches of the early Hicks
clan. Maude’s family roots were along Upper
Bear Creek in Brookvale, also known as Singing River Ranch, where her parents — Celeste
Mason Hicks and Daniel Webster Hicks — were
farmers and ranchers. Another Hicks family,
with beginnings in Conifer and Indian Hills,
settled closer to town on Bear Mountain. A descendant of this branch, Joyce Hicks Anderson,
graduated from Evergreen High School in 1958.
She said recently, “When I lived in Evergreen as
a kid, we were related to practically everybody
in town.”
Evergreen Dan’s on
the right was open
for dancing. Sodas,
ice cream, cigars
and cigarettes were
sold at McCracken’s
at left.
Jefferson County
Historical Society, Hiwan
Homestead archives
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Like other families in early Evergreen, the Hicks
family name became synonymous with their
businesses. Several are still in business, but
they have moved. Olde’s Garage is still a familiar name in town even though the automotive
business is a few miles west of its original Main
Street location. The Hicks family became synonymous with Hicks and Sons Excavating. Anderson said, “The Hicks brothers probably built
all the roads you drive on today around Main
Street.” Shephard Realty, Inc. is another example of a Main Street family business that’s still
operating, but just down the road.

Interior of the
drug store/soda
shop. Sodas were
available at the
marble counter to
the left, cigars and
cigarettes were sold
at the right and
pharmaceuticals
were kept in the
back. Identity of
those pictured is
unknown.
Jefferson County
Historical Society, Hiwan
Homestead archives
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Anderson remembers the McCrackens, who
remained childless, as community minded and
socially active. Maude hosted meetings of the
Evergreen Women’s Club and the Order of the
Eastern Star. Prince was an officer in the local
Grange. It wasn’t unusual for daily activities,
however mundane, to be routinely noted in the
Colorado Transcript newspaper: “Cap Pearson
took Mrs. Jannie Dedisse and her daughter Nellie to Denver; Mr. and Mrs. McCracken were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hobbs on
Sunday and the Bradleys are driving around in a
new flivver.”
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The McCrackens stayed busy enough with their
drug store and dance hall. They hosted performers such as Jerry Pettit and the Commanders and
local musicians like Herman Olde, who played
the violin and owned the gas station across the
street.
Author Mary Helen Crain later cited McCracken’s as “a favorite spot for everyone.”
Like any good retail shop owner, McCracken,
who was often called “Mac,” made continual improvements which were also reported in the local
paper: “He has widened the porch and steps,
put in an extra large gas tank and the new fountain is a beauty.”
Likely sundries sold at the time included violin
strings, pocket compasses, spectacles, pocket
knives, fishing tackle, tooth and hair brushes,
magnifying glasses, combs, toothpicks, water
coolers and chess boards.
Patent medicines often touted the benefit of curative strength, the potency of which was derived
in part from alcohol. Brown’s Essence of Ginger,
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, Hostetter’s Bitters, Bull’s
Sands-McLean’s Strengthen Cordial, Wolf ’s
Schnapps, Burnett’s Cocoaine gargling oils and
Moffatt’s Pills might have been consumed in
greater strength than labels suggested.

During the summer when tourists increased Evergreen’s population, McCracken put the dance
hall to another use. He laid a canvas over the
dance floor and placed chairs in rows to simulate
theater seating to transform the hall into a mini
movie theater.
When the movie ended, the dancing began. According to local historian Hank Alderfer, the
McCrackens were well suited to the dance hall
enterprise because they liked to dance. “They
were the best dancers in town,” Alderfer said recently.
The McCrackens eventually sold an interest in
the drug store/dance hall to Oklahoma oilman
Darst Buchanan, who would lay the groundwork for several residential areas, all identified
by the name “Hiwan” from the late 1930s to the
early 1950s.
Prince pursued real estate and insurance prospects. He became involved in county politics
even before he left the drugstore/dance hall.
Maude served as a committeewoman for Precinct 18.

Infrastructure improvements were another result of the changing population. Although it still
reigned as a tourist town in the summer, more
and more visitors were making Evergreen a permanent home.
This trend required additional housing that
was sturdier than temporary summer cabins. It
prompted the development of a residential area
above Cub Creek. In 1937, Douglas Park Addition was platted. Douglas Park added small
wood-frame homes on half-acre and one-acre
lots. According to Alderfer, timber used for
building these homes came from nearby mills.
Prince and Maude bought lots three and five.
The wooded landscape was up the hill by an
eighth of a mile from their former business.
Built with sturdy inch-and-a-half thick floor
joists, oak flooring, a stone fireplace and a cedar
shingle roof, the house was small but sturdy at
1,200 square feet. The exterior was rough-sawn
one- by 12-inch lumber cut for shiplap siding.

From left, Lee
Arnold, a close
family friend of the
Hickses. Maude and
Prince (“Mac”) in
front of McCracken’s
drug store and soda
shop on Main Street
circa 1920s. Note the
gas pump at left.
Jefferson County
Historical Society, Hiwan
Homestead archives.

McCracken’s campaign ad read: “Good roads,
lower tax, efficiency and economy, especially
in our county government.” He lost a bid as a
Democrat in 1926 for the county commissioner
District 3 seat to Republican Fred D. Blackmer,
but he was encouraged to run again in 1930.
In May, the papers wrote: “Sentiment in the
Democratic ranks seems to be crystallizing on
Prince McCracken of Evergreen. . .” By July:
“Democrats have settled on Prince McCracken
as their candidate for commissioner.” He lost by
374 votes to incumbent Blackmer.
Losses, however, did not deter him from other
leadership roles in town. He was a member of
the Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis and El Jebel. In 1948, along with Kenneth Fowler, Laird
King, Herman Olde and Willard Crain, McCracken served on the first board of directors of
the Evergreen Sanitation District, which became
a governmental subdivision of the state. The
election was not close: 62 in favor, eight against.
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She recalled rambunctious activity during the
annual Evergreen Rodeo. “Joe Williford and
Kayo Morgan rode their horses right into the
Little Bear,” she said. There was also an annual
Fireman’s Ball that created plenty of festivities.
Longtime resident Marjorie Shephard, whose
husband Don ran the local real estate office at
the intersection of Colorado 74 and County
Road 73, recalled the drugstore when it was under Corbin’s ownership.

From left: Connie,
Phillis Rae, Phillis
Behr, Aunt Lettie
Shipman and Maude
McCracken in front
of the house on
Douglas Park Road,
1947.
Hank Alderfer.

In the 1937 title to the property, there are remnants of an earlier, less friendly social and cultural climate: “Said lots to be used for no other
purpose than for private residence of white
householders and necessary outbuildings.”
There was to be “no sale of intoxicating liquors
on premises.” This kind of restrictive language
was approved at the time by the Federal Housing
Administration and later repealed.
A great portion of the land around what is Main
Street today originally belonged to the grande
dame of Evergreen, Mary Neosho Williams,
who left much of her property to her heirs. They
donated parcels to the Bishop of Colorado and
the Community of St. Mary’s, but they also sold
property to Buchanan, who created a partnership of family members. His son-in-law, John
Casey assumed responsibility for much of the
commercial development that became Hiwan
Village at Meadow Drive and Colorado Highway 74.
In addition to laying the groundwork for commercial and residential development in the area,
Buchanan eventually took over ownership of
part of the corner store, christened the Round
Up Bar & Grill.
Evergreen native Suzie DeDisse remembers the
corner store on Douglas Park and Main Street
from this time period. “I used to go there with
my Dad. On the first floor they had Bingo and
prizes.” She said the drug store portion was
owned by Ed Corbin. Ang Griebling managed
the bar. “There was a soda fountain with a marble top and parlor chairs,” she said.
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“Ed was very friendly. The place was more of a
gift shop. He put his name on all kinds of products, like hand lotions. It was almost a tourist
stop,” Shephard said.
DeDisse said recently that as the population increased, the difference between the year-round
folks compared to the summer tourist influx became obvious, especially to teenage residents.
“My girlfriends and I would sit on a bench and
watch tourists stroll up and down the street. The
men would have on alligator shoes, plaid Bermuda shorts and Hawaiian shirts, and smoke
cigars.”
DeDisse is a descendant of another homesteading family. They endured the “friendly condemnation” of their ranch in the early 1920s by Denver Mountain Parks, so that the property could
be transformed into Evergreen Lake. The enticing recreation spot increased tourism even more.
It was and still is considered the “jewel” of the
old town Evergreen landscape.
Joyce Hicks Anderson also remembered her
childhood in Evergreen fondly.
“More children should have a childhood like
I did. It was small town, but you knew everybody. When I was in school and it was Good Friday, our teacher would take us to church. That
would not happen today,” she said. She remembered how Rev. M. Lewis Marsh, Jr., rector of
the Church of the Transfiguration, played Santa
every year and came to visit children on a fire
truck. DeDisse added, “We were very rural and
took care of ourselves.”
Today as Jefferson County updates its community plans, which are intended as recommendations for future land use, planner Russell Clark

says the Evergreen Main Street area has a distinctive personality, which he characterizes as “mature eccentricity.”
Evergreen Fire Rescue’s 2014 strategic plan refers
to the era of the 1930s to the 1950s in Evergreen
as, “The heyday of resorts with a summer population of around 5,000 and a winter population
of around 500. These structures (around Main
Street) were built without any building codes.”

architects of Main Street — who created a place
where folks knew they could celebrate on Saturday night, and within a short distance, pray on
Sunday morning.
Sources:
Interviews by phone and in person took place in 2015. Hank Alderfer:
Feb. 25, March 13, April 21, May 7; Joyce Hicks Anderson: March 19,
Russell Clark: March 24, Susan Bradley: March 20, Suzie DeDisse: April
4, Marjorie Shephard: March 25.
Canyon Courier archives: Nov. 14, 1963; Nov. 18, 1965; July 7, 1966;
June 17, 1976

Mary Helen Crain reminisced about the Main
Street she discovered when she and her husband
moved to Evergreen in 1947: “Picture a narrow
dirt road. No curbs, but boardwalks in various
degrees of disrepair. Little or no traffic. No traffic light.”

Colorado Transcript, March 7, 1918 p. 7, April 19, 1919 p. 7; Aug. 28,
1924 p.5, Oct. 16 1930 p. 2

Performers of all persuasions with audiences to
match still stroll the wooden boardwalk into the
Little Bear. It’s not perfectly level, but to some
that enhances the charm.

Jefferson County Archives, Golden CO

Farther uphill stands the Douglas Park house,
where Prince and Maude lived until Prince died
in 1963. Maude moved to a nursing home in
Lakewood for the last three years of her life.
They were buried at Bear Creek Cemetery, less
than a mile away from their former home. Headstones on the hillside face the highway and many
are etched with the names of early settlers — the

Crain, Mary Helen, A Circle of pioneers; Evergreen, Colorado;
Dix memoir courtesy M. H. Crain historical collection at Hiwan
Homestead Museum

The corner
drugstore and dance
hall has been the
Little Bear Saloon
since the mid-1970s.
The old Red Ram
sign is still on top.
Although it has
been remodeled,
the hotel next door
looks similar to
its original state
and the wooden
boardwalk in front
of the buildings
remains.

Election information: Record of Election Returns, Vol. 3; Jefferson
County Clerk and Recorder; Abstracts of election results, 1877-1984;
Series No. 108
Fahnestock, Connie, From Camp Neosho to the Hiwan Homestead,
1985, Jefferson County Historical Society
Foothills Genealogical Society: Obituary extracts
Jefferson County Abstract, Real Estate & Investment Co., abstract of
title to lots 5 & 8 Douglas Park, No. 1264
Lomond, Carole, Jefferson County Colorado: A Unique & Eventful
History!
Norman, Cathleen, Historic contexts report: 1999-2002 Cultural
resource survey of unincorporated Jefferson County
Prohibition: Colorado Lawyer, Vol. 32, No. 1 January 2003
Redlining: http://www.federalreserve.gov/
Sternberg, Barbara and Eugene, Evergreen: Our Mountain
Community, 1987, 2004
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County resources support Colorado Glass Works Co.
by Beau Schriever, Bill Lockhart, Bill Lindsey and Carol Serr

A

s early as 1875, people in the Golden
and Denver areas recognized that the
region’s raw materials and demand for
glassware could support a glass industry (Colorado Transcript 1875). Eastern industrialists were
also aware of the situation. By mid-1876, it was
reported that locations were being scouted with
the intent to establish a glass works (Colorado
Transcript 1876). These scouting trips apparently involved collecting raw materials which were
then sent east for analysis and testing. By 1883,
such reports had become a regular local news
item without any physical actions taken. A most
interesting piece appeared in the Jan. 31 edition
of the Colorado Transcript in which a Pittsburg
glass man, J.L. Cline, laid out the needs and
advantages of establishing a glass works in the
region.

Golden Glass Works
(GGW) does not appear
to have placed a maker’s
mark on its products.
Clint has suggested
bottles produced by
GGW may be identified
using certain criteria,
but there is no certain
method for irrefutable
identification.
Bottles from the
Colorado Glass Works
Co. (1887-1888) may be
recognized by markings
on the base.
Clint 1976:120
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He stated that the Denver market required a
yearly quantity of manufactured glass nearly or
almost equal to the production of an eight-pot
furnace. Cline reported that good quality raw
material could be found in inexhaustible supply within 10 miles of Denver, surpassing any
other district in the country. Resources on the
200-acre Burdsall’s Soda Lake tract included a
limestone ridge of No. 1 lime and a sandstone
ridge of a finer and better quality of sand than
any used at any glass works in other states. When
lake waters were evaporated, the yield was15 to
20 percent – a better test result than any imported soda used in the country.
Sometime in late 1886, plans for a glass works
in Golden were realized. The result was Golden
Glass Works, only in business during 1887. Then,
like a phoenix, the Colorado Glass Works Co.
arose to make a variety of bottles for Denver and
other Colorado bottlers during the rest of 1887
and 1888, when labor disputes closed the plant.
By November 1887, all details for the creation
of the Golden Glass Works factory had been
arranged. Joseph Slimm, a glassblower with 41
years of experience, was to open the factory.
Slimm, according to an interview in the Jan. 5,
1887, Colorado Transcript, selected Golden for
his factory because all the heavy materials needed
for glass production were within one-half mile of
the factory.
The factory was located on land formerly occupied by the Golden pottery works. Built with
the most current technology available, the plant
would have a five-pot furnace and employ some
10-14 glass blowers with more than 50 additional workers. The initial production would include
glass bottles of all types, sizes and colors, including prescription bottles, carboys, fruit jars, pickle
jars, chow-chow jars and beer bottles. The glassblowers were all hand-picked by Slimm from
glass concerns in the eastern half of the country.
and were expected to make from $5 to $6 a day.
As highly skilled and experienced professionals,
glass-blowers were paid well in 1887.

The factory was to be completed and ready for
operation by February 1887, when 13 glass
blowers arrived from the east the last week of
January (Colorado Transcript Feb. 2, 1887).
However, the Feb. 9, 1887 Transcript noted that
the furnace had not yet been completed as Mr.
Slimm’s illness prevented him from supervising
the work. The works were expected to be in full
blast within two weeks. While there may have
been some trials beforehand, the official opening
of the glass works was March 8, 1887.
Slimm apparently was a stickler for details and
wanted everything to be correct before firing
up the furnace and commencing production.
A newsman who spent the day witnessing the
opening affairs commented on how smoothly
the operation began and continued throughout
the day as if the factory had been running for
years. The reporter also noted that Slimm pronounced the wares being produced as the best
he had ever seen and credited the fine materials available locally (Colorado Transcript April 9,
1887).
A week later, the factory had become a popular
spot to visit and was steadily producing bottles
with large shipments of soda and beer bottles
sent to customers (Colorado Transcript March
16, 1887). While it is unclear who all the customers were, one of the largest appears to have
been the Manitou Mineral Water, Bath & Park
Co. that bottled the soda water from springs
in Manitou, CO (Colorado Transcript March
3, 1887, March 16, 1887 and May 19, 1887).
Such bottles would need to be sturdy due to the
pressures created by the natural carbonation in
the water. Golden Glass Works quickly gained a
reputation for strong bottles.

Typical of glass works of the time, the blowers
took a two-month summer holiday, usually in
July and August — likely because work near the
furnace during these months would be unbearable. It seems that the blowers at the Golden
Glass Works followed the same schedule because
a Colorado Transcript article on August 17, 1887,
announced the blowers’ expected return and beginning of the production season in early September.
However, before the factory production was restarted, the works were incorporated, although
Slimm was apparently no longer associated with
it. It is unclear if Slimm lost the works due to
debt or sold it possibly due to health issues. Regardless, the factory was incorporated on August
9, 1887, as the Colorado Glass Works Company.
The articles of incorporation
of the Colorado Glass Works
Co. listed 12 prominent local Colorado businessmen as
directors, but it seems likely
that Adolph Coors was the
primary investor behind the
corporation. The board elected him as company president
and treasurer. One might expect that one of the main
reasons that Coors was
involved was to secure
a source of bottles
for his brewery. If
this were the case,
then these bottles
must have not born
the maker’s mark of
the company as there
are no known bottles
attributed to Coors
with either the Golden Glass Works or
Colorado Glass Works
Co. marks.
It is unclear if the
company continued
as before or if the new
management recruited

Ron Fowler lists
six examples of
Hutchinson bottles
embossed with the
two-part basemark
and Colorado
bottlers as well as
four examples with
the logo on the back
heels.

Tod von Mechow
only noted a
single bottle
from Buena Vista,
CO, embossed
“COLO. (arch) /
G.W. (inverted
arch)” on the
base.
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Most of the marks
associated with
these Colorado
glass manufacturers
are pretty straight
forward. As
noted, the more
unusual mark was
probably used by
the Colorado City
Glass Co. instead of
Golden Glass Works
as attributed by
Clint. The short time
in business, coupled
with the locality of
the bottlers makes
the identification of
these marks pretty
certain.

new blowers and instituted new
policies. However, the factory
underwent improvements during the summer break. This
may have been the result of the
change in ownership. These
improvements took longer
than expected and delayed restarting the furnace until Sept.14,
and work commenced the following Monday
(Colorado Transcript August 31, 1887, Sept. 14,
1887 and Sept. 21, 1887).
The new season started with 20 blowers (Colorado Transcript Sept. 21, 1887). David K. Clint,
bottle historian, indicated that by October, the
workforce and production at the factory had
doubled. The factory flourished until July 11
when the furnace collapsed. The furnace was apparently repaired and work continued until December. It is interesting that no mention of the
furnace collapse or repair was present in an article reporting on the visit of Issac Kline, president
of the National and International Glass Maker’s
Union, to the Golden factory during the week
following July 11(Colorado Transcript July 18,
1888).
By December, the plant was extremely busy filling orders from companies both in Colorado and
out of state (Colorado Transcript Dec. 19, 1888).
However, all was not well within the ranks of the
blowers. The company ceased operation during
the final week of December. The problem seems
to have been a dispute between the glass blowers involving some union policy. As presented in
the Dec. 26, 1888, issue of the Colorado Transcript, the dispute was regrettable but seemed to
be solvable:
“The suspension of work in the Golden Glass
works announced on Wednesday was a surprise
to everybody. The employees could not agree
among themselves about some matters between
the members of their assembly and their chief
magistrate in Ohio. The company most reluctantly suspended work with the full and declared
intention of resuming work in a few weeks. Orders on their books were delayed for a while.”
The “minor” labor issue apparently was not so
minor because the closure continued into March,
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precipitating reports that the works would be
moved to another city. The local paper sought to
reassure the citizens of Golden that this would
not occur and reported receiving assurances that
the works would not move and only remained
closed due to the labor issue (Colorado Transcript
March 6, 1889).
The company did not move, but it did not reopen. The company owners were apparently
quite willing to close the factory if the labor
terms were not acceptable.
It is unclear what happened to company assets.
It is certain that the Colorado City Glass Co.
began operation in 1889 and made bottles for
some former customers of the Golden Glass
Works customers that are similar to those made
by Golden Glass Works. This might suggest
that some of the molds and equipment from
the Golden factory ended up in Colorado City.
The firm was incorporated in 1888 — probably
through reorganization — as Coors, Binder &
Co.
John Herold leased the idle factory in 1910 as
the Herold China & Pottery Co. and made tableware and ovenware until Coors acquired the
firm in 1914.
Sources:
Clint, David K, “Colorado Historical Bottles & Etc., 1859-1915.”
Antique Bottle Collectors of Colorado, Inc., Boulder, CO
Fowler, Ron, “Hutchinson Bottle Directory.” Seattle History Co.,
Hutchbook.com. http://www.hutchbook.com/Bottle%20Directory/
Miller, Michael, “The Development of the Glass Making Industry in
Colorado from 1875-1910 (A Brief Account).” New Mexico Historical
Bottle Society, (NMHBS) January 2007 newsletter. [Paper presented at
the Dec. 9, 2006, meeting of NMHBS]
Oppelt, Norman “Ted,” “Soda and Mineral Water Bottles and Bottlers
of Colorado, 1860-1915.” Oppelt Publications, Greeley, CO
Roller, Dick, “The Standard Fruit Jar Reference 2011.” www.fohbc.org
von Mechow, Tod, “Soda & Beer Bottles of North America: Bottle
Attributes - Beer & Soda Bottle Manufacturers.” http://www.
sodasandbeers.com/SABBottleManufBeerSoda.htm
Wood, Zang, “1998 New Mexico Blobs - Hutchs Mineral Waters.”
Privately printed, Flora Vista, NM
http://www.sha.org/bottle/index.htm

Spring symposium sows seeds for
ongoing meeting of the minds

O

n May 2, JCHC held its 12th annual
Historic Preservation Symposium at
the Boettcher Mansion. This year we
had a rare opportunity to bring together four
History Colorado (HC) staff members, the State
and National Register Historian and a local Arts
& Crafts aficionado to give presentations relating to our central theme of “Preservation by the
Numbers.” After all 70 participants – coming
from all over the State – introduced themselves
in the Fireside Room, it was time for some fascinating facts and figures.
The day began with HC’s Vice President of Preservation Programs Steve Turner’s overview of historic preservation in Colorado, with particular
emphasis on the State Historical Fund Grants
Program. Patrick Eidman from HC’s Office of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation (OAHP)
then spoke about the financial impact preservation has on our workforce (underscoring how
every million-dollar project creates more than 30
full-time local jobs). Joe Saldibar, HC’s Architectural Services Manager, followed with a synopsis
of House Bill 1311, with information on the $35
million tax credit and other economic benefits.

by Cynthia Shaw

man from the University of Colorado-Denver
took us back to the design philosophy of William
Morris and others who inspired a movement in
architecture and decorative arts that is as strong
now as it was 150 years ago.
More than anything, this information-packed
gathering gave everyone present just one more
reason to celebrate historic preservation in and
around our Centennial State. After a brief tour of
the Mansion, about 15 folks enjoyed an optional
field trip in and around Lookout Mountain to
visit the restored Old Rockland Church and an
updated 1920s cabin in a neighborhood adjacent
to the Mount Vernon Country Club (where we
topped off the day with a high tea).

Symposium
attendees gather
in the Boettcher
Mansion’s Fireside
Room, originally
the Grand Hall.
The mansion
was designed by
prominent Denver
architects Fisher
and Fisher. In the
early 1900s, it was
quite popular for
wealthy Coloradans
to build elaborate
summer homes
in the foothills for
entertaining and
leisure activities.
Boettcher Mansion staff

Next, our State and National Register Historian,
Erika Warzel, spoke on the need for both significance and integrity when designating an historic
property. For example, the Boettcher Mansion,
christened “Lorraine Lodge” by Charles Boettcher, qualified for its 1984 listing on the National
Register of Historic Places because it was both
a well-kept example of Craftsman architecture
and the seasonal home of one of Colorado’s
best known businessmen. Now used as Jefferson
County’s premier special events venue, the 1917
estate is also a model of adaptive reuse.
Claire Lanier, HC’s Outreach and Creative Content Director, shared some savvy social media
tips on how to effectively communicate preservation messages when faced with limited resources.
And with a knowledgeable nod to our “Rocky
Mountain Rustic” surroundings, Abbey ChristHistorically Jeffco 2015
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Lariat Loop Heritage Alliance

T

Norman and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic Preservation in Jefferson County

he Jefferson County Historical Commission is pleased to present the 2015 Norman and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic
Preservation to the Lariat Loop Heritage Alliance
in recognition of its efforts to bring together heritage organizations and improve appreciation of
Jefferson County’s historic resources. The Lariat
Loop Heritage Alliance was formed in 2000 to

Lariat Loop is
classified as a
National Scenic
Byway containing
forty miles of
Western history and
adventure.
lariatloop.org

promote the natural and cultural heritage along
the 40 mile Loop that runs from Golden to the
top of Lookout Mountain, continuing to I-70,
onto Evergreen, down Bear Creek to the Town
of Morrison and back to Golden. The Alliance
is a partnership of heritage organizations governed by a board of directors with representation
from heritage sites, museums, parks, businesses
and chambers of commerce. The current President is Kristie Melendez.
In 2000 Gov. Bill Owens designated the 150
square mile area surrounding the Lariat Loop as
a Colorado Heritage Area. The purpose of creating this Heritage Area was to bring heritage organizations together to help preserve the history
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and culture of the area. In 2002 the National
Park Service designated the Lariat Loop as Colorado’s 24th Scenic and Historic Byway. In 2009
the Lariat Loop became a National Scenic Byway, one of only 150 in the United States. It is
also the only National Scenic Byway near a metropolitan area. Touring the Lariat Loop reminds
one of the early days of travel in the foothills of
Jefferson County as it winds its way along
Denver Mountain Parks and historic areas such as Lookout Mountain, Bergen
Park, Evergreen, Kittredge, Idledale and
Morrison. The Loop offers the traveler a
blend of natural, cultural and historic attractions and memorable experiences of
mountain canyons and amazing views of
the Rocky Mountains and the Eastern
Plains.
The Lariat Loop Heritage Alliance has
constructed or is in the process of constructing seven interpretive areas to
help orient and educate travelers and
residents on the rich history and natural
features found along the Loop. The locations are: Beverly Heights Park in Golden, Buffalo Bill Museum, Genesee/I-70
Interchange and Buffalo Herd Overlook
near the Chief Hosa/I-70 Interchange.
(Construction should be completed
this year.), Downtown Evergreen, Downtown
Morrison, and the Wooly Mammoth Lot at
the Morrison/I-70 Interchange. (Construction
should be completed this winter.)
The Alliance has sponsored various events along
the Loop, including Road Rallies, Plein Air
Paintouts and advertised member events on its
website and e-newsletters. Brochures distributed
at member sites along the Loop provide a map
and information about the heritage sites, parks
and sponsors along the Loop. The Alliance takes
every opportunity to educate the public about
the importance of maintaining the scenic and
historic values along the Loop.

Jeffco’s first National Historic Landmark

I

Red Rocks Park and Mount Morrison Civilian Conservation Corps Camp designated August 4, 2015

n August, after a process lasting more than
a decade, Interior Secretary Sally Jewell
signed the nomination designating Denver’s
649-acre Red Rocks Park as a National Historic
Landmark. Known for its geological wonders
and spectacular vistas, the designation highlights the park’s unique historic character. The
Amphitheatre, built by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in the 1930s and surrounded
by 300-foot sandstone monoliths, is recognized
throughout the world.
Since the first days of settlement and exploration,
tourism has played an important role in the development of Colorado. In the early 1900s, Denver entrepreneur and real estate magnate John
Brisben Walker solicited visitors to his “Garden
of the Titans,” formerly known as “Garden of
the Angels.” Walker envisioned artists performing on a stage nestled in the perfect acoustic surroundings of what is now Red Rocks Park and
promoted a number of concerts between 1906
and 1910. The City of Denver acquired the Park
in 1928. The park is considered the “jewel” of
the Denver Mountain Parks system. Thanks to
Walker’s dream and 1930s CCC workers, Red
Rocks Park and Amphitheatre is visited and enjoyed by people from all over the world.

Red Rocks Park was known as the Garden of the Titans in the early 1900s when
this postcard was printed. The recent National Historic Landmark designation
recognizes its history from 1935 through 1959, including designed landscapes,
preserved Civilian Conservation Corps camp and amphitheatre. The park
represents and remains a rare and outstanding example of this “New Deal”
program and its work with local governments to develop public landscapes and
advance outdoor recreation.
Sally White

Cultural landscape elements that contribute to the National Historic Landmark
in Red Rocks Park include the road system, original parking lots, stone walls and
bridges and tunnel. Many of these elements, including the Amphitheatre, were
constructed during the New Deal Era, 1936 to 1941.
Sally White
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Camp buildings
are well preserved
and used for offices
or storage. Two
buildings, the Mess
Hall (above) and
a Recreation Hall
housing artifacts
collected by Civilian
Conservation Corps
alumni, are open
by appointment.
Contact the Denver
Mountain Parks
office at 720-8650900 to inquire
about tours.

Throughout the
late 1930s, park
construction projects were carried
out by a New
Deal
program
initiated by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. A CCC
camp was established in 1935 on
the western edge
of Morrison in
the south end of
Red Rocks Park.
While plans for
the Amphitheatre
were being prepared, workers made improvements to Denver
Mountain Parks throughout Jefferson County,
constructing roads, bridges, trails and parking
areas. The Morrison camp’s wood-frame barracks, recreation hall, mess hall and several garages and other buildings are still in use today
and represent one of a few surviving CCC camps
in the U.S.

Sally White
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The nearly intact CCC camp is an outstanding
example made all the more significant due to the
inherent fragility of CCC camp buildings. The
1935 camp retains 14 of the original 15 camp
buildings.
Red Rocks Park and the Mount Morrison Civilian Conservation Corps Camp Historic District was listed in the National Register on May
18, 1990. The new National Historic Landmark designation highlights the park’s significance under themes of developing the American
economy, governmental policies and practices,
and expressing cultural values in the areas of
architecture and landscape architecture. The
architect and builders include Burnham Hoyt,
Stanley Morse, the Civilian Conservation Corps,
National Park Service, Works Progress Administration and U. S. Department of the Army.
The period of significance is identified as 1935
to 1959 as a stellar example of federal and local
government collaborative planning, carried out
with the manpower of the CCC that developed
public landscapes and advanced outdoor recreation during the mid-1930s.

Church’s Stage Stop Well landmarked in 2015

T

he Colorado Territory existed from Feb.
28, 1861, through August 1, 1876. In
an effort to establish the Territory, Congress opened up the Territory of Colorado to
new settlement. In 1861, the first land survey
of Jefferson County identified a wagon freight
route between Denver and Boulder that included a stop in the vicinity of Wadsworth Boulevard
and 103rd Avenue. This location was also noted
as a stop on the Cherokee Trail between Denver and Fort Collins. On the survey, the site was
shown as Childs Station.
Frank and Sarah Church purchased the 160-acre
site, plus 100 cords of wood, from the Childs
in 1864 for $1,000. Several small wooden structures were also purchased from a neighboring
farm and moved to the Church property. The
Church’s built a two-story frame house and the
stop became known as Church’s Stage Stop. The
two-story house became the bunkhouse for the
station when the Church’s built a new and nicer
two-story house in front of the bunkhouse.
Water for the Church’s Stage Stop was provided
by a rock lined well that was dug by hand in the
1860s by an earlier settler on the site. A plaque
on the well states the well was dug in 1864, but
there is no documentation of who actually dug
the well. The Church’s operated the stage stop
until 1869 when Wells Fargo discontinued the
stage route. The Church’s continued to run the
stop for bull whackers (oxen teams) who hauled
hay from the Saint Vrain and the Platte river valleys to the mining districts.

The well represents an association with notable
persons in the history of the City of Westminster
and Jefferson County. Homesteaders George and
Sarah Church were pioneers in securing water
rights, constructing irrigation ditches and reservoirs and experimenting with dry-land crops to
promote agriculture and ranching in Colorado’s
dry climate.
The Church Stage Stop Well was designated a Jefferson County Landmark on Sept. 14, 2015.

The Church’s
Crossing Stage
Stop, dated 1866,
shows the well as a
typical well design
with a small gable
roof supported
by wooden posts
at each corner of
the roof. At some
point the wooden
structure was
removed.
Broomfield Star

A plaque on the well states the well was dug in 1864, but there is no
documentation of who actually dug the well. The brick wall is approximately
3 feet high and is rimmed with a pebbled concrete. The diameter of the well is
approximately 5 feet. The interior of the well now contains an electric pump and
the necessary supports and wiring to function effectively.
Patrick Caldwell

The Church’s Stage Stop Well is historically significant because it exemplifies the economic and
social heritage of the city. The well is the only
remaining element of the Church’s Crossing
Stage Stop. The stop provided meals, lodging for
travelers and a livery for the exchange of horses.
The stage stop buildings became the headquarters of the agricultural and business operations
of George and Sarah Church. Most of the stage
stop buildings were destroyed by fire or moved
offsite by the 1920s, but the well continued to
be used for the Church agricultural operations.
Historically Jeffco 2015
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Bradford – Perley site and Medlen School
2015 National Register of Historic Places

T
Bradford-Perley Site
circa 1930-1940.
Ken-Caryl Ranch
Historical Society

A worker is
repointing the
mortar on the
east facade of
the house as part
of a scheduled
maintenance.
D Harrison

Today, looking to
the east, you can see
the older, smaller,
portion of the house
as well as the larger
addition.
Rose Lewis
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he National Register of Historic Places
is the federal government’s official list of
districts, sites, buildings, structures and
objects significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering and culture that
contribute to an understanding of the historical
and cultural foundations of the nation. Properties listed in the National Register are automatically listed in the Colorado State Register of Historic Properties.
A property listed on the National and State Registers may apply for certain Federal and State investment tax credits for rehabilitation and other
provisions. Listing the property may also provide
eligibility for State Historical Fund grants.
For 2015, two notable historically significant structures in Jefferson County were nominated and
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
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On Feb. 2, 2015, the Robert Boyles Bradford
Property – Bradford-Perley Site – in the Ken
Caryl Ranch vicinity was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places. The Bradford-Perley
Site is important in the area of transportation
because of its association with the Bradford
Wagon Road, which conveyed prospectors and
settlers into the mountains during the period
1860 – 1867. Along with W. H. Middaugh,
Robert Bradford planned to have a toll road
built west of Denver to transport miners and
settlers to the mining communities of Tarryall,
Fairplay, Breckenridge and others. The General
Assembly of the Jefferson Territory (predecessor
to Colorado Territory) issued a charter on Dec.
7, 1859, to the Denver, Auraria and South Park
Wagon Road Co., of which Bradford was listed
as president of the company.

The road was later called the Denver, Bradford
and Blue River Road Co. (locals simply referring to it as the Bradford Road). The wagon road
opened in February 1860.
The Bradford-Perley Site is also significant in the
area of exploration and settlement due to its association, albeit brief, with settlement of Bradford City (commonly known as Bradford) and
the local history of what became the Ken-Caryl
Ranch. Robert Boyles Bradford was one of the
first Euro-American settlers in the area directly
west of the Dakota Hogback and south of what
is now U.S. Highway 285, having first arrived
in Denver shortly after many gold seekers and
emigrants arrived. In 1860 he claimed property
in a meadow alongside his Bradford Road, about
four miles south from Morrison, with hopes of
creating a town to rival Denver or Golden.
Although only the walls of the main Bradford
house and the foundation of the milk house
remain, the site is significant as it may yield
information important to our understanding
of transportation, exploration and settlement
through its association with Robert Bradford
and the Bradford Wagon Road.
The 1886 District No. 17 School – Medlen
School – was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places on April 4, 2015. The school is
significant for its long association with the education of South Turkey Creek area students. It
is also significant for social history as the school
building served as a community center, and the
teacherage served as a community library after it
was no longer used as a teacherage.

Additionally, the Medlen School is architecturally important as a good example of a one-room
schoolhouse in the Late 19th and Early 20th
Century American Movements style as applied
to the schoolhouse and associated buildings. The
Medlen School is also important for its potential
to yield information important to history.
The building is a good example of a rural oneroom schoolhouse and meets the registration
requirements of the Schoolhouse Property Type
as defined in the Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF) Rural School Buildings in
Colorado. As noted in the MPDF, rural school
buildings are eligible for not only education, but
also for social history as a focus of community
life and the primary gathering point for a wide
variety of social and community events.

The Medlen School
served as the
educational and
social focal point
of the Medlen
community until
school consolidation
forced its closure
in 1952. The School
is now used as
the Turkey Creek
Community Center.
D Harrison

The Medlen School
began in 1886 as
a log structure.
Around 1900,
clapboard siding
covered the logs
and a small frame
teacherage was
constructed beside
the school.
D Harrison
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A photo tour of Indian Hills

I

ndian Hills is unique among historic Jefferson County communities in the manner of its development. Once the site of summer
hunting camps for Ute bands led by
Chiefs Colorow and Washington,
the area became a resort community
planned and executed in the 1920s
by G.W. Olinger (Hall of Fame,
2013). The log homes and cabins
he built were occupied by seasonal
immigrants who came from Denver
to enjoy the mountain environment
and recreational opportunities.

by Max Lankston

Olinger’s real
estate (or “tract”)
office operated
in the 1920s.
It may have
been converted
to a modern
residence.

The Indian Hills Country Club house, with its nine-hole golf
course, was in the north end of the valley, once part of Eden
Park. From 1965 to 1977, a square dance club called the
“Woodticks” rented the building. The building was destroyed
by fire in 1986 at the request of the property owner, as a
training exercise for the Indian Hills Fire Department.

Octagon House, aka “Lankston’s Heaven,” was built in 1924
and landmarked in 2004. This unusual log structure has a
central great room, with other rooms ranged around the
outside. A porch, now enclosed, occupies one side of the
octagon. Two other Indian Hills log homes are also county
landmarks: Haines Cabin and Eagle’s Nest.

Parmalee House: The oldest structure in the area, built in
1859, was probably built by homesteader C.J. Marsh and
occupied by John Parmalee during his construction of the
Turkey Creek Toll Road. A new owner is currently restoring it.
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Now home to some 1,500 residents, some of
whom have lived here more than 50 years, Indian Hills still offers ponderosa pine forests,
flowery meadows and quiet solitude at elevations between 6,800 and 8,500 feet. This area
on the North Fork of Turkey Creek was named
Parmalee Gulch after one of the earliest settlers in the valley. In 1860, John D. Parmalee
arrived in Colorado at the age of 47 and was
granted a charter to build his Denver and Turkey Creek Toll Road (Morrison to Conifer) six
years later. Completed in 1870, the original
toll road is still visible at spots in the canyon
along Highway 285.

The 1925 rodeo drew participants and spectators to Eden
Park from neighboring foothills towns and ranches and
helped promote sales of the resort properties.

Benjamin Eden, a tollgate keeper on the Turkey Creek
Canyon Toll Road, began buying property from Martin Luther in the western end of the valley in 1885. His
holdings, known as “Eden Park,” grew to more than
1,000 acres that were sold to George Olinger in 1921.
Olinger donated 100 acres for a youth camp at Geneva
Glen in 1925; a lodge and dormitory were erected. A
modern lodge replaced the original, destroyed by fire
in 1973. The camp is still in operation and provides a
retreat for about 1,000 teenagers every summer.

Adobe bricks for NaTeSo were hand made and laid by
members of the Navajo, Tesuque and San Ildefonso nations
who were brought up from New Mexico by Olinger. The Pueblo
was restored in the 1990s and is now a private residence.

In 1925, the NaTeSo Pueblo was built as a promotional real estate project by George Olinger; it became
a popular tourist attraction featuring handcrafts by
Native Americans brought from New Mexico. The depression of the 1930s brought bankruptcy to Olinger
Enterprises and halted further development. The Native artisans went home, and Indian Hills entered a
period of dormancy. Indian Hills today still provides
residents the serenity of sunrises to the east and snowy
peaks to the west. Here one can enjoy a quiet quality of
life, along with nearby business, employment and educational opportunities.
Chief’s Inn, or Ho Cha Nee Stea, was built in 1922 as a local
tea room and soda fountain for the pleasure of sightseers and
prospective land buyers. Today it serves as an art gallery.

All photos: Max Lankston historical collection
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Large billboards were placed at
the Turkey Creek and Bear Creek
entrances to entice buyers for
building lots in George W. Olinger’s
resort community.

Bona Vista: Elaborate log detailing marked many of the
homes built in Indian Hills. Perched high on a rocky ledge,
Bona Vista was created “for the pleasure of the Olinger
family.” In recent years, the exterior has been modernized
beyond recognition.

Casa del Sol: Between 1926 and 1929, the community
hosted an artists’ colony known as “Monte del
Ouray,” where writers, artists, actors and musicians
maintained summer retreats. Casa del Sol was built
by poet and writer Lillian White Spencer. Many other
buildings were constructed for their workshops and
recreational events; most are residences today.

Many of the homes and cabins in Indian
Hills are tucked away from view on steep
forested hillsides today, but were more
visible in this 1920s photo. Chief’s Inn
occupies the right mid ground.
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Golden’s Welch Ditch:
Preserving irrigation history in Jeffco
“the ditch is finished”

I

n July 1885, pioneer Charles Welch was reported to be going about Golden “with such
a smile of contentment” over the completion of the ditch bearing his name that residents
rejoiced with him in the construction of the new
ditch intended to irrigate agricultural lands east
of Golden. The ditch carried water from Clear
Creek (once known as Vasquez Fork) around
the south side of Golden and the north side
of South Table Mountain to the area of Applewood, then part of Jefferson County’s “fancy
fruit” producing region. Through the first decades of the twentieth century, fruits, vegetables,
cereal grains, poultry and dairy products from
eastern Jefferson County were sold to markets in
mountain mining towns and the Denver area.
Irrigation, much of it by ditches, made this agricultural production possible.
Charles Clark Welch (1830-1908) came to Colorado in 1860, and “figured most prominently
in connection with mining, with railroad building, with the development of the coal fields and
with the promotion of irrigation projects.” In
1872, he became a member of the territorial legislature from Jefferson County in that capacity,
he helped establish the Colorado School of
Mines. In 1880, according to Stone (1918),
he began a project to help bring water to his
land and that of others.

Controversy arose, stimulating a “ditch war” that
continued until 1873, when the two ditch companies were consolidated and the Welch Ditch
concept went forward. Historian Richard Gardner notes that “the primary motive to create this
[the Welch] ditch over the other one [was] the
irrigation of town lots and the college campus,
in addition to the significant irrigation it would
give area farms. For these reasons the ditch was
already seen as significant to Golden’s and Jefferson County’s future before construction even
began.”
Welch became an owner of the Vasquez Flume
and Ditch Co. and built flumes in the rugged
terrain along Clear Creek to take water from
the creek 2.5 miles above Golden and deliver it
almost to Denver. The first water flowed in the
ditch in July 1871, though the full length of the
ditch was not completed. When the ditch was
complete in 1885, Welch applied for a tree grant
and grew ash trees on 74 acres using water from
his new ditch. After proving his claim, Welch
was granted a large acreage in the area, part of
which today is Welchester Tree Grant Park, a Jefferson County Open Space park.

The headgate of
the Welch Ditch is
a poured concrete
structure oriented
north to south and
set into the natural
slope of the east
bank of Clear Creek.
all photos SWCA
Environmental
Consultants

The Welch Ditch concept dates to March
27, 1869, when the Vasquez Canon Ditch
and Irrigating Co. was organized. In 1870
the Farmers Ditch Company (later Table
Mountain Ditch Company) was organized
to take water from Clear Creek above Golden to irrigate land to the east of South Table
Mountain and north of Bear Creek. Although construction was started that year,
Golden citizens soon realized this proposal,
which was lower on the slopes, would not
successfully irrigate all the desired lands,
nor provide water to new areas of residential
development.
Historically Jeffco 2015
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Three wooden
flumes are intact
along the Welch
Ditch, but exhibit
clear signs
of significant
deterioration, due
in part to informal
trail use. A land slide
destroyed about 50
feet of one segment.

Part of the ditch is
an open concrete
aqueduct.

Welch Ditch in the 21st Century
The Welch Ditch, in continuous use from 1885,
underwent various improvements, including
gate controls, measuring devices and diversion
structures, in the early 20th century. Irrigation
use has declined sharply since 1956, as Jefferson
County grew more urban and agricultural lands

were converted to subdivisions. As late as 2005,
water from the ditch still irrigated 85 acres of
land, but much had been converted to municipal drinking water uses.
As generally used today, the term “Welch Ditch”
refers to the surviving western portion of this
important irrigation feature. This two-mile segment extending up Clear Creek west of Golden
is at the center of discussions involving its future.
This example of early irrigation practice and
technology was, in 2003, listed by the Golden
Historic Preservation Board as one of Golden’s
Most Endangered Historic Sites. This section
circles Mt. Zion and traverses land owned by
Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS). In 2011,
SWCA Environmental Consultants prepared a
report for JCOS outlining the remaining historic features and assessing their condition. They
also provided recommendations for future management of the ditch area.
Although some features have deteriorated during the decades, enough historic structures remain to make parts of the 2.5 mile ditch eligible
for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP), as confirmed by the SWCA report. The headgates, intake tunnel and portions
of the flumes are considered in good to excellent
condition, along with the concrete aqueduct and
pipe conduits. Of 15 features listed in the report,
only two are considered “degraded.” The conBy the late 1860s, most of east Jefferson County was settled. Cultivation occurred first in the fertile creek valleys
where grain fields, vegetable gardens,
and orchards were cultivated and dairy
cattle raised. Irrigation expanded arable
acreage as farmers and ranchers formed
irrigation companies to build ditches,
canals, and reservoirs that diverted and
stored water for crops and livestock.
Through the first decades of the twentieth century, fruits, vegetables, cereal
grains, poultry, and dairy products from
eastern Jefferson County were sold to
markets in mountain mining towns and
the Denver area.
Cathleen Norman, Historic Contexts Report
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sultants wrote: “Overall, the ditch conduit has
a high level of historic integrity and accurately
conveys its association with historic irrigation
ditches. The engineering evident in the ditch is
reflective of the evolution of high line irrigation
systems from the last quarter of the nineteenth
through the first half of the twentieth century.”
Jeffco Open Space has considered formalizing its
current use as a trail, although that use has impacted the historic integrity of the ditch in places. Parts of the trail have been closed for safety,
and rockfall is a hazard due to the steep canyon
walls. Management options include closing the
ditch/trail area to unmanaged use completely,
or stabilizing historically significant features and
enhancing degraded structures so that public use
of the area can be better managed. In the future,
this could include formalizing the ditch as a trail
corridor, making necessary improvements and
installing interpretive signs to educate the public
to the values and significance of the site.
The Welch Ditch is still considered eligible for
NRHP listing, on the basis of its association
with agricultural development of the area (Criterion A); its association with Charles Welch,
an important pioneer (Criterion B); and its well
preserved example of irrigation technology (Criterion C). We hope this unique historic site can
be formally designated and its preservation for
future Jeffco residents ensured.

Sources:
Gardner, Richard. Historical Significance of the Welch Ditch.
Unpublished manuscript, 15 pages. Available online at https://
historicjeffco.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/welchditchrgardner.pdf

An open metal
“flyover flume” forms
the ditch crossing
for the Chimney
Gulch drainage.

Golden Weekly Globe, July 18, 1885, as cited in WPA History of
Golden, Volume I, page 157.
Jefferson Co. Open Space. Website at http://jeffco.us/open-space/
parks/welchester-tree-grant-park/history/
Loft, Fran, 2014. Welch Ditch – One of Golden’s Most Endangered
Historic Sites, in yourhub, November 14, 2014. See http://yourhub.
denverpost.com/blog/2014/11/welch-ditch-one-of-goldens-mostendangered-historic-sites/72212/
Stone, W.F. 1918. History of Colorado, Volume 3. S.J. Clarke Publishing
Co. Chicago. Pp 350-352.
SWCA Environmental Consultants, 2011. Site Evaluation and
Management Recommendations for a Portion of the Welch Ditch.
Report to Jefferson County Open Space, June 29, 2011. 28 pp.
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The Welch Ditch
shows the earliest
phases of irrigation
development in
Colorado – it helped
to define settlement
patterns in Colorado
and also cultural
development
in the region. It
is also an intact
example of ditch
building techniques
developed in the
late 19th and early
20th centuries –
particularly ditches
covering difficult
terrain.
–Fran Loft, Welch Ditch,
2014 in yourhub.com
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Jefferson County

The Jefferson County Historical Commission (JCHC)
was established by the Board of County Commissioners
(BCC) in 1974. JCHC members are citizen volunteers appointed by the BCC and equally represent all areas of the
county. JCHC’s mission is to inspire, encourage and coordinate historical activities in the county. We invite you
to get involved in helping us recognize and promote the
county’s rich history and significant historic resources!
Programs and projects
Historically Jeffco magazine is produced annually by JCHC
with the newest edition released in late October. Ideas for
articles and submissions from the public are always welcome and should be sent to jeffersoncountyhistoricalcommission@jeffco.us.
The print version of Historically Jeffco is available free of
charge to members of Jefferson County historical societies, Jeffco schools and libraries. Back copies of the printed
magazine may be purchased for $6 plus tax at Planning
and Zoning and the Jeffco Archives. The JCHC website
provides downloadable copies at no cost dating back to
1988. http://jeffco.us/planning-and-zoning/boards-andcommissions/historical-commission/
Historic Preservation Symposium is an annual event
where JCHC partners with a host community or organization to discuss topics of current interest in the preservation
community.
The Landmark Program is a voluntary program that encourages county residents to nominate, with the property
owner’s consent, historically significant buildings, sites,
structures and districts. Jeffco Landmarks are recognized at
the Annual Hall of Fame Awards Ceremony with a Certificate of Designation. The Landmark owner is also eligible to
participate in the Landmark plaque program.
Norm and Ethel Meyer Award for Historic Preservation
recognizes individuals, groups, private and public organizations and businesses that have made significant contributions to the preservation of important brick and mortar
type projects which typically include buildings, structures,
sites, features or objects. The Meyer Award is presented at
the Annual Hall of Fame Awards Celebration. Applications
are available on-line at the JCHC website.
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Emeritus Program recognizes retired JCHC members by awarding
special Emeritus status. Candidates are considered for the Emeritus
program for their JCHC community service, offices held during their
tenure on JCHC and their outstanding support of JCHC historical and
educational programs. Emeritus membership is a life-time honorary
status; honorees are not eligible to hold office, but may serve on committees, participate in JCHC activities and help advance its mission.
Speakers’ Bureau: JCHC representatives are available to speak to your
business, civic club, church group, school or other organizations. and
share JCHC’s knowledge and resources with you free of charge!
Placenames: In the 1980s, JCHC members launched an ambitious
project to create a list of the most significant historic names and places
found in the Jeffco and an online database to be used for research and
data gathering. Today that database contains more than 3,000 records,
available at: http://jeffco.us/placenames/. We encourage the public to
visit and let us know if you have any information to share. Contact us
through the County Archivist at the address below.
Friends of the Jefferson County Historical Commission
Friends of JCHC is a separate entity formed to raise money to assist
with JCHC goals. The Friends of JCHC was initially created to help
with the activities and funding for the county’s 150 year Sesquicentennial. Funds have also come from an award from the Good News Breakfast, activities associated with the Opening of the West Line, honorariums for speaking on behalf of JCHC and donations from groups that
received back issues of Historically Jeffco. Donations to the Friends of
the Historical Commission are tax deductible.
HistoricJeffco.org
The Historic Jeffco web site provides a wealth of information related to
Jefferson County history, as well as direct links to most historical societies, museums, resource pages, city and county information and other
sources for historical information.
Contacting JCHC
The County’s Planning and Zoning Division provides support for the
Historical Commission, as does the Archives Office (IT Services). The
JCHC Web site (http://planning.jeffco.us) under “Boards and Commissions” has additional information on history and historic preservation in Jefferson County, plus applications for Commission membership and all forms and agendas. For additional JCHC information
please contact: Dennis Dempsey at 303-271-8734. By mail: JCHC
c/o Planning and Zoning, Suite 3550, 100 Jefferson County Parkway,
Golden, CO 80419 or visit jeffersoncountyhistoricalcommission@jeffco.us. For Archives, call 303-271-8448 or visit http://jeffco.us/archives.

2015 Jeffco Historical Commission Members

Deborah Andrews, 2000 – Founder Andrews and
Anderson Architecture specializing in Historic
Preservation. Lives on Lookout Mountain.

Margaret Chapman, 2007 – Editor, Historically Jeffco.
Jefferson County Public Trustee 2007–present. Bachelor
of Journalism, University of Missouri School of Journalism. Lives in unincorporated Jefferson County.

Lou Fohn, 2014 – Pilot, forester and South Jeffco
historian focusing on development of the Columbine area, narrow gauge railroad and water issues.

Richard Gardner, 2005 – Past President of Golden
Landmarks Association. M.A. in History from the
University of Colorado at Denver. Lives in Golden.

Tom Keefe, 2015 – Recently relocated to Jeffco
from Rhode Island. High school teacher, historian
and writer.

Bonnie Scudder, 2015 – 5th generation Coloradan, former teacher, administrator; Ph.D. University of Colorado.
Author, historian and resident of Shaffers Crossing in Pine.

Max Lankston, 2014, Secretary – Owner of the
Octagon House for 40 years and Indian Hills
historian.

Mary Lindsey, 2010, Chair – Former City Council
member, Westminster. Westminster Historical
Society member. Lives in Westminster.

Emeritus Members

Rita Peterson, 1981 – Chairman of the Hall of
Fame and Writers’ Award. Member, Board of Directors, Senior Resource Center. Lives in Lakewood.

Cynthia Shaw, 2010 – Vice-Chair. Director,
Boettcher Mansion. Founder of the Colorado Arts
& Crafts Society. M.A., Architectural History & Preservation (University of Virginia). Lives in Arvada.

Commission Staff

Dennis Dempsey

Sally White, 2004 – Historical researcher and
writer; manages historic websites. Lives near
Morrison.

Robert Briggs, 2009-2011
Erlene Hulsey-Lutz, 1986-2010*
Norman Meyer, 1986-2010*
Dave Nelson, 2008-2012
Kathryn Ordway, 2006-2011
Jack Raven, 1997-2011
Milly Roeder, 1995-2013
Burdette “Bud” Weare, 2003-2012
Nina Kite, 2004-2015
Stan Moore, 2004-2008
* Deceased

County Commissioners

Ronda Frazier

Libby Szabo , District 1

Casey Tighe , District 2

Donald Rosier , District 3
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Magic Mountain was one of the first theme parks in the United States. It
was also one of the best examples of the rare Storybook style. Paul Bunyon,
the superhuman giant lumberjack, has captured the imagination of people
everywhere since 1916. Cornelius Vanderbilt Wood, Jr. (C.V. Wood) displays
the model of the Paul Bunyan gateway statue to Storybook Lane. The
woman is unidentified.
Cobb Family Collection

